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NEW & FORTHCOMING TITLES: Practical Inspiration Publishing

Brand Yourself
A no-nonsense brand toolkit for small businesses
Lucy Werner, Hadrien Chatelet
Markup Note:
Marketing

:

Summary
Brand Yourself walks you through everything you need to know about creating a
business brand, from brand strategy to picking out fonts, building your personal brand
and affordable creative tips to make an impact with your business. Packed with
practical exercises, examples and industry hacks and supported by an extensive
interactive playbook online, this is the essential guide for business owners on a budget.
Build a brand that stands out and that connects with the people you want to reach.
Lucy Werner is founder of The Wern, a PR and branding consultancy, She is also author
of the bestselling Hype Yourself and a publicity expert who is a speaker, lecturer and
course creator.
Practical Inspiration Publishing
9781788602730
Pub Date: 07/09/2021
$19.99/$22.99 Can./£14.99
UK/€17.99 EU
Paperback
216 Pages
KJSP
21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.6 cm T
Status: ACTIVE
Contributor Images

Hadrien Châtelet is the creative director of The Wern and leads the design arm of the
business. He is also cofounder of Lucy’s two children and they work together in their
garden in east London.
Together they have over 30 years’ industry experience and have taught thousands of
entrepreneurs how to stand out and find success.

Contributor Bio
Lucy Werner is founder of The Wern, a PR and branding consultancy, She is also author
of the bestselling Hype Yourself and a publicity expert who is a speaker, lecturer and
course creator.
Hadrien Chatelet is the creative director of The Wern and leads the design arm of the
business. He is also cofounder of Lucy's two children and they work together in their
garden in east London.
Together they have over 30 years' industry experience and have taught thousands of
entrepreneurs how to stand out and find success. For more information visit
www.thewern.com or follow @wernchat.
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NEW & FORTHCOMING TITLES: Practical Inspiration Publishing

The Art of Enough
7 ways to build a balanced life and a flourishing world
Becky Hall
Markup Note:
Self-Development

:

Summary
Ever feel like you aren’t Enough? Overwhelmed by too many demands?
Concerned about over-consumption and the climate crisis
You’re not alone. The Art of Enough is the challenge of our age.
In a world full of pressure to be more, do more and consume more, this practical
guidebook will help you find your own version of Enough. Enough is a springboard for
self-belief, a healthy work pace and sustainable living, so you can move from striving
to thriving.

Practical Inspiration Publishing
9781788602891
Pub Date: 21/09/2021
$19.99/$22.99 Can./£14.99
UK/€17.99 EU
Paperback
250 Pages
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21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.9 cm T
Status: ACTIVE
Contributor Images

Weaving together ideas, stories and practices, The Art of Enough offers seven ways to
ease away from the pull of scarcity and excess, towards flourishing with Enough;
finding the balance and boundaries we all need for ourselves and for our world.
Becky Hall is a coach, facilitator and speaker and has worked for over 20 years with
teams, organizations and leaders, helping busy people all over the world create their
own Art of Enough.
‘If you want to have a better life and to make the world a better place then you must
read this book. It is wise and practical and beautifully easy to read, everybody should
read it’
Charles Handy, bestselling author of The Empty Raincoat and The Second Curve.

Contributor Bio
Becky Hall has worked for over 25 years with people in a wide range of organisations
as a consultant and executive coach. She specialises in helping people build gravitas,
presence and inner confidence, and she has designed and run numerous resilience,
leadership and change programmes for businesses to help them shape their cultures,
often speaking and running workshops on these subjects too.
This work on building confidence, resilience and presence, together with helping people
manage overload in a 24/7 digital world, led to the development of the tools designed
to enable her clients to create their own 'art of enough'.
Becky's credentials include a first-class English & Drama degree, a Masters in Adult
Learning and Fellowships of CIPD and the RSA. She is a registered senior practitioner
with the EMCC (European Coaching regulator), a Heart Math accredited coach and part
of the Coaching Constellations systemic coaching teaching team. She also trained and
worked for eight years as an actor and brings much of what she learned in the theatre
to her practice now. A member of numerous networks in her professional work, Becky
blogs and writes regularly about The Art of Enough.
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Brand Tuned
The new rules of branding, strategy and intellectual property
Shireen Smith
Markup Note:
Marketing

:

Summary
A brand is more than a snazzy logo – but what else is there to consider when
building a brand? Do you really need a brand for business success? And what
has intellectual property got to do with anything?
A strong, authentic brand is what makes your business stand out from the crowd – and
what drives long term success. But the branding industry can be an overwhelming
minefield, full of conflicting advice and multiple disciplines – so how do you navigate
your way through the process? That’s where Brand Tuned comes in. With the
step-by-step TUNED methodology, you will:
Practical Inspiration Publishing
9781788602693
Pub Date: 28/09/2021
$24.99/$26.99 Can./£19.99
UK/€24.99 EU
Paperback
252 Pages
KJS
23.4 cm H | 15.6 cm W | 1.9 cm T
Status: ACTIVE
Contributor Images

•
•
•
•
•

define your brand to drive the business forward and help it stand out
know what brand promise will attract your ideal client
pick a name that will put you “front of mind”
ensure that the design elements you choose are distinctive and ‘ownable’
train your team to live the brand.

Drawing from evidence-based research, interviews with experts, and years of
experience supporting businesses, Brand Tuned is the first branding guide written by
an intellectual property lawyer who specialises in trademarks and brands. By
incorporating the principles of intellectual property law right from the start of the
process, branding expert Shireen Smith will show you how to create and build the
brand that is right for you and your business – while avoiding the potential pitfalls.

Contributor Bio
Shireen Smith is an intellectual property lawyer specialising in trademarks and brands,
with years of experience in marketing small businesses. Her TUNED framework is
designed to guide you to create a brand that attracts sales for the long term.
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The Purpose Handbook
A beginner’s guide to figuring out what you’re here to do
Eloise Skinner
Markup Note:
Health & Fitness

:

Summary
It’s Monday morning, 9am. How do you feel?
Imagine waking up to start another week. In a perfect world, how would you like to
feel? Maybe you imagine feeling motivated and energized. Maybe you imagine starting
your week with a sense of purpose, peace and intention.
The goal of this book is simple: to help you live with a sense of purpose. Part-manual,
part-manifesto, this book is not a quick fix for happiness; it’s not a five-day plan
promising a fast result. Instead, it’s a companion, your personal guide to navigating
your own sense of purpose as it evolves throughout your life.
Practical Inspiration Publishing
9781788602846
Pub Date: 05/10/2021
$17.99/$19.99 Can./£12.99
UK/€14.99 EU
Paperback
238 Pages
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Status: ACTIVE
Contributor Images

Eloise Skinner is an author, therapist and teacher. She’s also the founder of The
Purpose Workshop, an agency helping clients to navigate their purpose and redesign
their lives.
Eloise studied at Cambridge, trained at Oxford and practised as a corporate lawyer, but
after some soul-searching (including a year training to be a monk!) she followed her
passion into psychotherapy.
Above all, Eloise is driven by the idea of integration - the power of bringing together all
aspects of work and life; to live fully, with intention, integrity and purpose.

Contributor Bio
Eloise Skinner is an author, psychotherapist and teacher. She's also the founder and
creator of The Purpose Workshop, an agency helping clients to discover their purpose
and redesign their lives.
Born on a council estate in East London, she later studied at Cambridge and Oxford
and trained as a lawyer in the city, but after some soul-searching - including a year
training to be a monk! - she followed her passion into psychotherapy.
Above all, she's driven by the idea of integration - the power of bringing together all
aspects of work and life; to live fully, with intention, integrity and purpose.
www.eloiseskinner.com
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Why Weren’t We Taught This at School?
The surprisingly simple secret to transforming life’s challenges
Alice Sheldon
Markup Note:
Self-Development

:

Summary
A beautifully simple guide to the relationship skills we all so deeply need, but most of
us don’t know how to access. This book belongs firmly on the curriculum for creating a
more peaceful world.
Dr Scilla Elworthy, three times Nobel Peace Prize nominee
This book is a tool box. Keep it close at hand and dip in often.
Jim Carter OBE and Imelda Staunton CBE, actors
Brilliant, easy to understand, and applies with equal force in personal and professional
contexts.
Sharif Shivji QC, barrister specialising in commercial law
Practical Inspiration Publishing
9781788602952
Pub Date: 12/10/2021
$19.99/$22.99 Can./£14.99
UK/€17.99 EU
Paperback
232 Pages
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21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.7 cm T
Status: ACTIVE
Contributor Images

Why weren’t we taught this at school? introduces Needs Understanding, a fresh
approach for finding creative solutions and building relationships at home and at work.
It’s based on one simple idea: we’re all on a quest to meet our underlying human
needs – such as belonging, knowing we matter, and fun.
Whether you are trying to make a tricky decision, communicate more effectively,
parent the way you want to, or make a difference in the world, Needs Understanding
can help.
Understand the ‘fingerprint needs’ that drive your behaviour
Discover 10 ways you listen that alienate other people, and what to do instead
Stop blaming yourself and others, and fix what’s going on underneath
Find creative solutions to difficult problems by ‘walking around the mountain’
Empower yourself to change the world.
Alice Sheldon is the creator of Needs Understanding and shares it globally with
individuals and organizations.
www.needs-understanding.com

Contributor Bio
Alice Sheldon (MA Oxon) is the creator of Needs Understanding.
After a career as a teacher and then as a barrister and head of the Bar's national pro
bono charity, she developed a model for parenting and shared it with hundreds of
parents. A Certified Trainer with the Center for Nonviolent Communication, she shares
Needs Understanding globally with individuals and organizations.
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My Happy Place
Healthy, sustainable and humane interior design for life and work
Rachel Fowler
Markup Note:
Business for Good

:

Summary
This is the go-to-guide for anyone wanting to create healthy, humane and sustainable
working and living spaces. Whether you’re a design professional or just someone who
cares about their living space, discover how to create designs that promote mental and
physical wellbeing whilst being good for the planet.
Practical Inspiration Publishing
9781788602983
Pub Date: 26/10/2021
$59.75/$84.75 Can./£49.75
UK/€59.75 EU
Hardcover Paper over boards
228 Pages
VSZ
21.6 cm H | 21.6 cm W | 1.9 cm T
Status: FORTHCOMING
Contributor Images

From wall coverings to floor coverings, furniture to fabric, and with a special note on
nurseries, Rachel Fowler uses her background in healthcare alongside her design
expertise to reveal how the way we furnish our living spaces impacts on our health and
happiness.
Richly illustrated, with top tips for selecting products, questions to ask when buying
materials, information on suppliers and a glossary of sustainable and vegan
certifications, this is a unique resource for creating a kinder, more beautiful way of
living.
Rachel Fowler used to be a paediatric intensive care nurse before swapping scrubs for a
sketch-pad and committing herself to a full-time 3-year degree in interior design.
Having graduated with Honours, she now runs her own design business focused on
healthy, humane design, including her own line of sustainable wallpaper.

Contributor Bio
Rachel Fowler used to be a paediatric intensive care nurse before swapping scrubs for a
sketch-pad and committing herself to a full-time 3-year degree in interior design.
Having graduated with Honours, she now runs her own design business focused on
healthy, humane design, including her own line of sustainable wallpaper.
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Leading Lawyers
A practical toolkit to help you adjust your leadership style and deliver great
results
Sally Sanderson
Markup Note:
Business

:

Summary

23.4 cm H | 15.6 cm W | 1.7 cm T
Status: FORTHCOMING

"The beauty of the ABCDE model and toolkit is that it is simple but not
simplistic, it's user-friendly and works in practice."
Joanne Gubbay, Former Head of Learning and Development, Slaughter and
May
Lead your team of lawyers to new heights with this tried-and-tested toolkit, based on
25 years' practical experience of getting the best out of lawyers.
Leading Lawyers distils 25 years of experience at helping people do just that into one
easy-to-read practical toolkit. Based on the successful ABCDE methodology, this guide
will help you identify your natural leadership style, identify the various needs and
personalities in your team of lawyers, and align everything to become a truly impactful
and supportive leader.
Packed with real-life inspiring examples, ready-made tools and memorable tips,
Leading Lawyers will help you reflect on your own communication preferences, and use
what you learn to get different stakeholders and different personalities on board.
From scoping the project with a client to reviewing progress and success, from
on-boarding a new team member to tackling a stubborn problem, there are examples
each step of the way and opportunities to plan how to use the approach in practice, so
you can become an even more effective team leader.

Contributor Images

Contributor Bio

Practical Inspiration Publishing
9781788602921
Pub Date: 16/11/2021
$26.99/$28.99 Can./£19.99
UK/€22.99 EU
Paperback
240 Pages
KJMB

Sally Sanderson is a multi-award-winning consultant to law firms. Specialising in
leadership, emerging leaders, people and project management, she uses personality
profiling to increase self-awareness and speed up development. Her clients include
global firms and niche practices, and her ABCDE approach has been tested on
thousands of lawyers across the world with outstanding results.
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NEW & FORTHCOMING TITLES: Practical Inspiration Publishing

Built on Rock
The busy entrepreneur’s legal guide to start-up success
Michael Buckworth
Markup Note:
Business

:

Summary
Starting a business is one of the most exciting things you can do. It’s also one of the
most daunting. There’s so much that can go right, and so much that can go wrong.
That’s why you need to understand and minimise the legal and commercial risks
involved. When your new business is built on rock, you can relax in the knowledge that
you won’t lose access to life-changing opportunities or waste time and energy on
fighting legal challenges. Instead, you’re free to get on with what you do best —
coming up with fresh ideas, finding ways to make them a reality, and selling your
products or services to an ever- expanding customer base.

Practical Inspiration Publishing
9781788603072
Pub Date: 23/11/2021
$19.99/$22.99 Can./£14.99
UK/€17.99 EU
Paperback
240 Pages
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21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.7 cm T
Status: FORTHCOMING
Contributor Images

This book makes the complicated aspects of start-up law simple. In everyday
language, it walks you through the key legal and commercial considerations:
Setting up your corporate structure for maximum advantage
Discovering your risks and how to minimise them
Finding out the best sources of investment
Learning how to value your company
Negotiating with investors for long-term success

Contributor Bio
Michael Buckworth is a qualified solicitor of the Supreme Court of England and Wales,
and the founder of Buckworths, the only UK law firm working exclusively with start-ups
and high growth businesses. He has a passion for entrepreneurialism, and has advised
countless start-ups over the last ten years. He's been 'entrepreneur in residence' at
London South Bank University and University College, London, for several years, and is
a regular speaker at industry events.
www.buckworths.com
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NEW & FORTHCOMING TITLES: Practical Inspiration Publishing

Ignite
Bring your business idea to life without burning out
Jo Richardson
Markup Note:
Entrepreneurship

:

Summary
So you have a great idea... but you’re not an entrepreneur, right? Wrong! Every
entrepreneur started with the same fears, doubts and anxieties that you have right
now. The difference between them and you? Nothing more than the next choice you
make.
Ignite will take you step by step through the process, turning that small spark into a
flaming success. This simple, easy-to-read guide will walk you through what may seem
today like an impossible journey. From business planning to balancing wellbeing and
hectic life schedules, this book breaks down the seemingly impossible journey into
small manageable steps that you can cover over a matter of weeks, months or even
years.
Practical Inspiration Publishing
9781788603010
Pub Date: 30/11/2021
$19.99/$22.99 Can./£14.99
UK/€17.99 EU
Paperback
156 Pages
KJH
21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.3 cm T
Status: FORTHCOMING
Contributor Images

You can use the helpful reflections tool to note your thoughts as you go along so even
if you come back to the journey at a later date you can pick up right where you left off!
Jo Richardson has over 20 years’ experience as a HR professional coaching and
mentoring women in business. She has supported female entrepreneurs and small
business owners to break through barriers and overcome personal and professional
challenges.

Contributor Bio
Jo Richardson is an HR professional and Fellow of the CIPD with experience across a
range of sectors including FMCG, Manufacturing, Logistics and Finance. Having coached
executive business leaders in customer centric organizations for over 20 years, she is
passionate about change management and helping others grow.
Jo has mentored numerous women in business both formally and informally. Through
her network, she has coached and supported female entrepreneurs and small business
owners helping them to break through barriers and overcome personal and
professional challenges.
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This is Not a Dress Rehearsal
A short course in writing your own script for success in business and life
Michel Masquelier
Markup Note:
Self-Development

:

Summary
This Is Not a Dress Rehearsal is an open and honest account of the personal and
professional journey of Michel Masquelier, the man who went from being a lowly intern
to the Chairman of the media division of IMG, the world’s largest sports management
company.
This unique insight into the life of someone who was at the very heart of the sports
industry for 35 years is filled with colourful, larger-than-life anecdotes, as well as
advice about how to balance professional success with a passion for life and about how
– ultimately – the ingredients which help you build a good career can also bring you
profound personal contentment.
Practical Inspiration Publishing
9781788603119
Pub Date: 07/12/2021
$17.99/$19.99 Can./£12.99
UK/€14.99 EU
Paperback
206 Pages
BGBA
19.8 cm H | 12.9 cm W | 1.6 cm T
Status: FORTHCOMING
Contributor Images

Masquelier opens his heart to the reader, reflecting on many intimate and deeply
moving experiences which have shaped his life, as well as providing up-close portraits
of the giants who have shaped the sports industry over the last three decades.
Be inspired and seize the day!

Contributor Bio
Michel Masquelier is the former chairman of IMG Media, part of the largest sports
management agency.
Masquelier spent 35 years at the heart of the sports industry, working with
organizations like the Olympic games, Wimbledon and the Premier League.
His work has brought him into contact with some of the most famous athletes in
history, CEOs of blue-chip companies, as well as some of the pioneers of the media
industry.
Having graduated with a degree in Law from university in Belgium, he moved to
London to work his way up the ladder at IMG from intern to chairman. He built a
worldwide team that shook up business of sport, with revolutionary commercial
concepts and innovative business models.
One of the most charismatic, influential and respected figures in the industry, he now
takes on the role of advisor to governing bodies, media organizations and private
equity firms. Michel is still a compulsive networker, but his passion has shift to
stimulating education, especially amongst future generations.
In the same spirit of innovation and disruption, he is involved in philanthropic projects,
motivational speaking and development of educational programs for young executives.
He is married with three children and lives in Switzerland.
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The Future of Time
How ‘re-working’ time can help you boost productivity, diversity and
wellbeing
Helen J Beedham
Markup Note:
HR

:

Summary
The way we value and manage time at work is broken.
Businesses are squandering time when making decisions, delivering work and
managing people. Employees are rewarded for 24/7 availability, speed of response and
hours worked.
The results are clear: low productivity; high stress and burnout; falling retention; and
stalling diversity.

Practical Inspiration Publishing
9781788602631
Pub Date: 01/03/2022
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Paperback
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Status: FORTHCOMING
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The Future of Time reveals how ‘re-working’ time – transforming organizations by
adopting positive time practices – can help you build a more diverse, engaged and
productive workforce.
Diagnostics to quickly assess the ‘time defects’ damaging your business
Compelling evidence, case studies and strategies to ‘re-work’ time successfully
Timelines and tools to bring about fast, effective change.
www.thefutureoftime.co.uk

Contributor Bio
Helen Beedham, MA Cantab, has spent 25 years working with HR and business leaders
in knowledge-based organizations and listening to the experiences of thousands of
employees. She writes, speaks and advises clients on creating inclusive, productive
workplaces where individuals and teams can flourish and succeed. As a management
consultant at Towers Watson she led complex organizational change programmes and
as Director of Cityparents she managed inclusive networks for professionals and
founded the Cityworks network for Heads of HR, Diversity, Inclusion and Wellbeing in
the City. Helen has led numerous research efforts and was recently commissioned by
the Executive Director of London Business School's Leadership Institute to assist them
with selected research studies. She speaks at conferences, industry events and to
national and business press (the Financial Times, Financial News, Ignites Europe and
HR Review).
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Because I Can
The robust guide to being effective
Tim Bradshaw
Markup Note:
:
Coaching & Leadership

Summary
From special duties selection to an earthquake on the side of Mount Everest, from a
gunfight in Afghanistan to a year of endurance challenges, Tim Bradshaw has had to
develop a toolkit of tips and skills to help him learn new skills fast, recruit specialist
teams and raise finances.
What’s remarkable is that he achieved these feats in the face of imposter syndrome
and depression. Tim’s mantra is ‘Because I can’, because whatever you’re facing, you
can do so much more than you think. This is a toolkit to help you achieve any goal and
be more effective in any situation, whether you’re making an attempt on Everest or
making a presentation to the Board.
Practical Inspiration Publishing
9781788603027
Pub Date: 19/04/2022
$20.99/$22.99 Can./£14.99
UK/€17.99 EU
Paperback
0 Pages
KJMB
19.8 cm H | 12.9 cm W | 1.6 cm T
Status: FORTHCOMING
Contributor Images

Discover how to:
Use intelligence not information
Approach problems form an entirely different perspective.
Focus on an outcome not a process
Develop a toolkit not a mindset!

Contributor Bio
Timothy Bradshaw has never won the Olympics or sold a multimillion-dollar business.
He went to a reasonable school and attended the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst.
Since then, he has served as a covert human intelligence officer, attempted to climb
Mount Everest, summited the Matterhorn, completed a 70.3 ironman, cycled L'Etape du
Tour, raced downhill on skis, ridden the Cresta Run and set up an international business
training consultancy, all #BecauseICan.
As a director of Sandstone Communications Tim delivers keynote speaking and
leadership training in over 14 different countries and to a global audience in excess of
5000 people annually. He has been listed as a leadership influencer by Linked In and
LETG (Legal, Education and Training Group). His client base includes major global
brands such as Knight Frank, Mercedes-Benz Middle East, Gateley PLC and Jaguar Land
Rover. He has contributed to global in-house leadership development for Daimler
Global and Gateley Plc.
He also sponsors aspiring young people striving to achieve their dreams, with 10% of
all #BecauseICan profits going towards the cause.'
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NEW & FORTHCOMING TITLES: Practical Inspiration Publishing

Just Ask!
7 simple steps to unlock the power of clients, generate referrals and double
your business
Graham Eisner
Markup Note:
Business

:

Summary
‘A trusted referral is the holy grail of advertising' – Mark Zuckerberg

Practical Inspiration Publishing
9781788603218
Pub Date: 11/01/2022
$20.99/$22.99 Can./£14.99
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Paperback
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Status: FORTHCOMING
Contributor Images

The fastest, easiest, most sustainable way to bring in new clients and grow sales is to
ask for referrals from existing clients. And yet most sales people don’t ask, or if they
do, they end up making themselves and their client feel awkward.
Graham Eisner has spent 30 years understanding the mindset and methods behind
asking for referrals. His seven-step method helps sales professionals understand their
own reluctance, change their mindset, and apply practical techniques to achieve a
more beautiful ask, one that’s both unforced and effective.
From preparation before the meeting and identifying the ‘bridge line’ to qualifying the
referral and managing the response, each step is supported by worksheets and
summaries to help you put the principles into action today, so that you can start
growing your sales and your business immediately.
Graham became one of Goldman Sachs’s most successful sales professionals by
developing a powerful referrals methodology, and he now teaches his system to clients
worldwide, including Barclays, Capita and Deutsche Bank as well as smaller businesses.

Contributor Bio
Graham Eisner has devoted 30 years to understanding the power of client referrals for
businesses. In his ten years as a private client salesperson at Goldman Sachs he
developed a methodology for referrals from clients, internal partners and
intermediaries that made him one of their most successful sales professionals. He
developed a training programme which he ran for three years at Goldman Sachs, and
since then has worked as a referrals consultant and trainer, teaching his system to
thousands of professional salespeople for clients such as Barclays, Deutsche Bank,
Julius Baer, Northern Trust, Seven Investment Management and other leading brands.
He understands first-hand all the myths around referrals, and the mindsets that hold
people back from asking and following up. He's now put his unique and powerful
system into a book so that every business can access it.
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Leading Through Uncertainty

(2nd Edition)

Making disruptive change work for humans
Jude Jennison
Markup Note:
Business

:

Summary
When Covid-19 threw the world into chaos, uncertainty was the buzzword on
everyone’s lips. But disruptive change has always created uncertainty, and will continue
to do so now more than ever. How do you continue to lead through uncertainty without
burning out, disconnecting or losing your team?
Welcome to the age of Leading through Uncertainty, where emotional
responses to challenging situations are part of the human experience.

Practical Inspiration Publishing
9781788603362
Pub Date: 10/05/2022
$24.99/$26.99 Can./£17.99
UK/€20.99 EU
Paperback
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Status: FORTHCOMING
Contributor Images

Drawing on numerous interviews with leaders from all walks of life demonstrating
leadership in action, this new edition of the classic book on leadership and uncertainty
has been revised and updated for the post-pandemic age. It explores these
fundamental questions:
How do
How do
How do
without

you lead confidently and competently in uncertainty?
you create human connection in a performance-driven culture?
you adapt rapidly to technological advances and disruptive change
losing yourself or your team in the process?

Jude Jennison is a provacateur, thought leader, international speaker, author and Horse
Assisted Educator who specializes in leading out of her comfort zone. She combines 16
years’ senior leadership experience in IBM with executive leadership, coaching and
team development skills, as well as the pioneering

Contributor Bio
Jude Jennison is a leadership author, international speaker and pioneer of Leadership
with Horses, helping leaders to develop their non-verbal communication,
self-awareness and emotional resilience. She works with executive boards, senior
leaders and entrepreneurs to develop embodied leadership skills and create
behavioural change. She combines 16 years' senior leadership experience in IBM with
executive leadership, coaching and team development skills, as well as the unusual
approach of working with a herd of horses to help leaders become more confident in
leading through the uncertainty of our time.
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Sales Coaching Essentials
How to transform your salespeople
Mark Garrett Hayes
Markup Note:
Business

:

Summary
Transform your team
Coaching is widely recognized as the most important factor when it comes to turning
talent into top performers in every field.
More than ever, sales managers need to coach their people so they can develop
valuable talent, boost sales performance and stop the churn of sales people out the
door.

Practical Inspiration Publishing
9781788603300
Pub Date: 17/05/2022
$20.99/$24.99 Can./£14.99
UK/€17.99 EU
Paperback
0 Pages
KJ
23.4 cm H | 15.6 cm W | 1.3 cm T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Training is information but coaching is transformation, and it’s the transformation that
your people need to sell more and sell better. But where do you start?
With sample conversations and troubleshooting tips, this is a tactical playbook for
coaching your sales people on the job in practical and easy-to-follow steps.
Mark Garrett Hayes is a sales enablement expert who helps sales leaders learn how to
coach their sales people and dramatically boost sales performance.
Mark is the host of the ‘The Sales Coach’ podcast and interviews sales leaders and
thought leaders at SaaS and tech companies worldwide each week.

Contributor Bio
Mark Garrett Hayes is a Sales Enablement Expert, Accredited Coach and Certified
Trainer who helps sales leaders and managers learn how to coach their salespeople and
dramatically boost performance and revenue.
Working both in-house and remotely with sales teams internationally, Mark has
developed powerful tools to help sales leaders to get the very best from their teams.
Mark has helped leaders reduce A-Player churn, drive greater accountability among
their reps and revolutionize how they get the best from their sales people.
Mark is the host of the popular weekly The Sales Coach podcast where he interviews
sales leaders and thought leaders at SaaS and tech companies worldwide each week.
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Agile Beyond IT
How to develop agility in project management in any sector
Adrian Pyne
Markup Note:
Business

:

Summary
If you have an interest in agility but you’re not working specifically in IT, this book is
for you. It shows how agile principles can be adapted and applied in almost any sector
to manage projects more effectively. It explains what agility looks like for ALL aspects
of the management of projects - from leadership, roles and responsibilities through
planning, implementation, change control, risk management and more.

Practical Inspiration Publishing
9781788603270
Pub Date: 21/06/2022
$40.99/$44.99 Can./£29.99
UK/€34.99 EU
Paperback
0 Pages
KJMP
23.4 cm H | 15.6 cm W | 1.9 cm T
Status: FORTHCOMING

Whether you’re a new or seasoned project professional, or an executive or senior
manager seeking to generate value by bringing agility beyond the IT department,
Adrian Pyne shows you how an organization can become agile for projects, and what
that journey looks like.

Contributor Bio
A project professional for over 30 years, Adrian Pyne has led change in 11 industries
and in the public sector, in the UK and abroad. The author of books on programme
management and agile governance and assurance, he has contributed to the evolution
of programme, portfolio and PMO standards and is a regular speaker, visiting lecturer,
blogger and researcher.
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Breakthrough Brands
Scale-up secrets from the world’s most successful challenger brands
Craig McVoy
Markup Note:
Business

:

Summary
Only one in a million businesses will make it from start-up through the different
scale-up phases to become a global challenger brand.
So how exactly did brands like Reebok, Grenade and Gousto grow from their humble
beginnings to generate billions in revenue and challenge established brands like Nike,
Tesco and Mars?
Craig McVoy interviewed the founders of successful challenger brands to find out their
stories: what did they do differently from the also-ran brands?
Practical Inspiration Publishing
9781788603232
Pub Date: 04/10/2022
$19.99/$22.99 Can./£14.99
UK/€17.99 EU
Paperback

Breakthrough Brands draws out the golden thread that connects all their successes,
revealing the key areas you need to nail for YOUR scale-up business to reach the same
heights, helping you put together a detailed brand growth strategy.

0 Pages
KJ

Contributor Bio

23.4 cm H | 15.6 cm W | 1.3 cm T
Status: FORTHCOMING
Contributor Images

Can your business be the next challenger brand in your industry?

Beyond Brand is built on Craig's 20 years' experience of working with the most
recognisable brands in the world, such as John Lewis, BMW, LV=, Mercedes Benz and
Direct Line, to design and implement brand growth strategies.
As a leading authority, speaker and consultant in brand strategy and business growth,
he now works with brands to help them achieve the holy grail - 'How to get people to
fall in love with your brand'.
Beyond Brand helps businesses attract more customers and then keep them for longer,
by standing out from their competition to become the default choice for their target
markets. Helping them deliver the growth they crave by becoming more efficient and
effective, whilst reducing their operating costs and increasing profit.
He is the author of best-selling book Beyond Brand: Why It's the Experience That
Causes People to Fall in Love with Your Brand and you can also find his recent TEDx
Talk online, titled 'Brand Loyalty - It's just a matter of time'.
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#Upcycle Your Job
The smart way to balance family life and career
Anna Meller

Summary

9781788600743
Pub Date: 3/29/19
$19.99 USD/$21.99
CAD/£16.99 GBP/€19.99 EUR
Paperback

Women make up the majority of university graduates. They enter the workplace in equal numbers with men.
But many workplaces still operate with cultures developed over a century ago to reflect a predominantly male
workforce and vastly differing social expectations. So all too often as women become parents they are forced to
fix things in the only way they can - by downgrading their job expectations or dropping out of the corporate
world.
Anna Meller believes it’s high time we #Upcycled our jobs and careers to fit today's lifestyles and meet
women's changed expectations. Her PROPEL model offers ambitious working mothers new possibilities for
progressing their corporate careers.
In this book, Anna leads you through an evidence-based six step process that supports you in finding the
balance you need. Practical exercises enable you to craft a working arrangement that meets your employer’s
expectations as well as your own aspirations, and to develop the key skills you need to maintain it.

180 Pages
VSC
21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.9
cm T | 240 g Wt

Active Operations Management
The playbook for service operations in the agile age
Neil Bentley, Richard Jeffery

Summary
This is a practical guide for managers in Service Operations to help them to improve the performance of their
operation by using the Active Operations Management (AOM) method, developed by the authors.
AOM is a unique blend of the human and technical sides of performance improvement. On the one hand it
offers a practical guide to planning and managing workers time in order to optimize the delivery of targets for
cost, quality and service. On the other hand it provides insight into human motivation and behaviour that are
critical to delivering performance improvement changes that will last.

9781788602310
Pub Date: 1/19/21
$19.99 USD/$24.99
CAD/£15.99 GBP/€19.99 EUR
Paperback
256 Pages
KJM
23.4 cm H | 15.6 cm W | 1.9
cm T

This is a practical ‘how to’ book rather than a theoretical tome, aimed at demystifying management theory,
debunking unhelpful jargon and helping managers apply techniques directly to their own working environment.
In a complex and rapidly changing world, the last thing managers need is internal complexity in the way they
manage the delivery of service to customers. Simplifying the management of operations is essential if
organizations are to be agile enough to adapt, survive and thrive in the modern economy.
Markup Note:

Business
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Advice That Sticks
How to give financial advice that people will follow
Moira Somers

Summary

9781788600149
Pub Date: 2/28/18
$19.99 USD/$24.99
CAD/£17.99 GBP/€19.99 EUR
Paperback
224 Pages
KNST
21.6 cm H | 13.8 cm W |
39.8 cm T | 295 g Wt

The advice is sound; the client seems eager; and then… nothing happens! Too often, this is the experience that
financial professionals encounter in their daily work. When good recommendations go unimplemented, clients’
well-being is compromised, opportunities are lost, and the professional relationship grows strained.
Advice that Sticks takes aim at the problem of financial non-adherence. Written by a neuropsychologist and
financial change expert, this book examines the five main factors that determine whether a client will follow
through with financial advice. Individual client psychology plays a role in non-adherence; so, too, do
sociocultural and environmental factors, general advice characteristics, and specific challenges pertaining to the
emotionally loaded domain of money. Perhaps most surprising, however, is the extent to which advice-givers
themselves can foil implementation. A great deal of non-adherence is due to preventable mistakes made by
financial professionals and their teams.
The author integrates her extensive clinical and consulting experience with research findings from the fields of
positive psychology, behavioural economics, neuroscience, and medicine. What emerges is a thoughtful, funny,
but above all practical guide for anyone who makes a living providing financial advice. It will become an
indispensable handbook for people working with clients across the wealth spectrum.
Markup Note:

Business

Attention!
The power of simple decisions in a distracted world
Rob Hatch

Summary

9781788601450
Pub Date: 10/6/20
$14.99 USD/$16.99
CAD/£12.99 GBP/€14.99 EUR
Paperback
272 Pages
VSP
21.6 cm H | 14 cm W

***BUSINESS BOOK AWARDS 2021 SHORTLISTED TITLE***
Attention! is a practical guide for reclaiming the power of our time and attention.
In a world of endless distraction, we have given away two of our most valuable assets: time and attention.
Technology has given us the incredible gift of access to an ever-increasing amount of information and has
opened the door to a vast array of choices and opportunities.
However, having more options doesn’t correlate to an increase in our success. Research shows that having
more to choose from causes anxiety and decreases our likelihood of taking action. We have become paralyzed
and polarized, reacting instead of acting and ceding control of our decisions to a continuous onslaught of
information, marketing, and interruption.
We live in an age where we struggle to decide which information is real or fake. We find it challenging to make
even the most straightforward decisions for our happiness and success in our lives and business.
This book will help you reframe your relationship with the demands on your time, overcome decision fatigue,
and understand the value of creating space.
Rob Hatch sets out a powerful framework and flexible approach that gives you the space to focus your attention
on what is important, the power to make decisions aligned with your goals, and the ability to take action with
confidence.
Markup Note:

Business
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Attractive Thinking
The five questions that drive successful brand strategy and how to answer them
Chris Radford

Summary
Forget everything you’ve been told about maximizing Lifetime Customer Value.
To take your business to the next level, you need a brand strategy that’s focused on attracting new customers,
not exploiting existing ones.
In this transparent digital age, smart business leaders know that profitable growth comes from helping
customers, not exploiting them. Attractive Thinking sets out a ground-breaking methodology, developed during
30 years’ experience transforming brands for Pepsi, Mars, Miracle Gro and many high-end service businesses,
to achieve exactly that.
9781788601030
Pub Date: 11/1/19
$19.99 USD/$21.99
CAD/£15.99 GBP/€19.99 EUR
Paperback

Discover the five key questions you must answer to create a better brand strategy and the tools to deliver it:
clarity on what matters to customers; products and services that customers love; marketing that attracts them;
and a team that is committed to delivering it.

280 Pages
KJS

Attractive Thinking is a practical handbook for CEOs, managing directors and marketers who want to make the
big-brand techniques work for them.

21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.4
cm T

Markup Note:

Business

The Beginning of the End
A practical guide to retirement preparation for the small business owner
Dr Terri Bourne

Summary
***BUSINESS BOOK AWARDS 2021 SHORTLISTED TITLE***
It’s never too early to start thinking about how you’re going to exit your business.
The Beginning of the End guides you step by step through thinking about your options and preparing both
mentally and financially, to setting up your business to sell as simply and profitably as possible.

9781788601887
Pub Date: 8/11/20
$14.99 USD/$16.99
CAD/£12.99 GBP/€14.99 EUR
Paperback
216 Pages
KJC

As you discover more about your business’s potential, you may decide to take an alternative route to
retirement – fretirement, retiring from your business without selling it. This book helps you to consider all your
options.
Dr Terri Bourne, entrepreneurship expert and business owner for over 20 years, shares her experience and
insights to assist business owners in successful retirement and exit planning.
Markup Note:

Business

19.8 cm H | 12.9 cm W | 1.6
cm T
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Big Teams
The key ingredients for successfully delivering large projects
Tony Llewellyn

Summary
This is a book about working with large teams of people. Whether your team involves 30 people or 3,000, the
organizational dynamics are significantly different for a project manager used to dealing with smaller teams. As
the project scales up in size and complexity, the processes and skills required change. As project leader, your
focus moves from the technical aspects of project delivery to enabling, facilitating and integrating the different
sub teams into a cohesive whole.
Big Teams examines the research on team dynamics and the latest thinking on leadership in a project or
program environment. It features stories and case studies based on interviews with project leaders from a
range of major projects and programs.
9781788601047
Pub Date: 3/26/20
$24.99 USD/$26.99
CAD/£19.99 GBP/€24.99 EUR
Paperback
200 Pages
KJMP
23.4 cm H | 15.6 cm W | 1.9
cm T

Structured around three core themes - Alignment, Engagement, and Resilience - it gives you invaluable,
practical guidance on setting up and running an effective team of teams.
As with all Tony Llewellyn's books, Big Teams is written in an accessible style with the focus on real-world
application, but the academic underpinning is rigorous and will be a useful reference for any student studying
project leadership.
Markup Note:

Coaching & Leadership

Boring2Brave
The ‘bravery-as-a-strategy’ mindset that’s transforming B2B marketing
Mark Choueke

Summary
Hello. You’re a B2B SaaS marketer, right?
Yeah, I thought I recognized you. What are you working on?
What’s that? “Whatever the sales team needs to close the next deal.”
It’s hard, right? The maniacal race to convert leads is an addiction for tech companies.

9781788602211
Pub Date: 7/20/21
$18.99 USD/$20.99
CAD/£13.99 GBP/€15.99 EUR
Paperback

But such deal-driven focus means your B2B marketing often looks identical to that of your growing competitor
set: complex, technical, product-led sales messages blurted into another whitepaper.
It’s self-sabotage: ‘fail to differentiate, blend in, become invisible’.
If this all sounds familiar, you need this book.

256 Pages
KJ

Why?

23.4 cm H | 15.6 cm W | 1.3
cm T

Boring2Brave is a step-by-step guide to showing how B2B marketing done differently can influence strategy
and ‘10X’ results.
It’s ‘get-off-the-treadmill’ time. Stop being measured in metrics you’ve always known are meaningless and start
building your company’s brand and value.
Mark’s ‘Bravery-as-a-Strategy’ approach unshackles you from the stale, ineffective drudge of conventional B2B
software selling.
This book will equip you to inject audacity, invention and white-hot competitive advantage into your B2B
marketing.
Practical Inspiration Publishing: Frankfurt Book Fair 2021 - Page 4
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Brand Therapy
15 Techniques for Creating Brand Strategy in Pharma and Medtech
Brian Smith

Summary
The pharma and medtech sectors are evolving rapidly, driven by science, technology, economics, politics and
globalization. In the new industry landscape, creating strong brand strategies is ever more difficult and ever
more vital.
Brand Therapy gives pharma and medtech brand teams the tools to understand their market, create strong
strategies and translate them into actionable plans. Written in 16 short, easy chapters, it is essential reading
for anyone who works in or with brand teams in the life sciences industry.

9781788600057
Pub Date: 1/25/18
$40.00 USD/$30.00
CAD/£30.00 GBP/€40.00 EUR
Markup Note:
Paperback

Business

200 Pages
KNDP
20.3 cm H | 20.3 cm W | 1.4
cm T

Breakthrough Babies
An IVF pioneer's tale of creating life against all odds
Simon Fishel, Jenny Hope, Louise Brown

Summary
An account from the frontline of fertility treatment, giving a unique insight into not only the medical and
scientific advances involved but the human cost and rewards behind this life-changing technology.
Simon Fishel worked with Robert Edwards during his pioneering early IVF research and was part of the team in
the world’s first IVF clinic, with all the trials and tribulations that involved at the time, including a writ for
murder!

9781788600736
Pub Date: 3/14/19
$19.99 USD/$22.99
CAD/£14.99 GBP/€19.99 EUR
Paperback
172 Pages
MFKC1
21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.9
cm T | 235 g Wt

As the science developed over the decades so did his career, as he sought to do more for patients and taught
the new technologies to doctors all over the world. He came up against regulatory and establishment barriers,
including fighting a 3-year legal case in the High Court of Justice and a death threat from a doctor if he refused
to work with him.
The clinic he founded has grown into the largest IVF group in the UK, developing exciting new procedures, and
he has helped establish clinics throughout the world, even being invited to introduce IVF to China.
Markup Note:

Biography
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Change the Game
The leader's route map to a winning, gender-balanced business
Julia Muir

Summary
Leaders are under increasing pressure to ensure their businesses are gender-balanced and inclusive, and
eliminate the gender pay gap for the benefit of the economy and society.
But how? And what does that mean for YOUR business?
This pioneering book is a route map to help leaders get started and navigate the way to leading a
high-performing gender-balanced business. It features:
An easy-to-follow ten-step guide with practical advice and solutions:
Case studies to illustrate how businesses like yours have implemented winning ideas
A compelling 5-minute pitch to inspire your team to take action.
9781788602181
Pub Date: 3/9/21
$17.99 USD/$19.99
CAD/£14.99 GBP/€17.99 EUR
Paperback

Fixing the gender gap is a key indicator of an effective leader in the 21st century, and gender balance is
essential to enable transformational business growth.
Markup Note:

Coaching & Leadership

200 Pages
KJMB
21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.4
cm T

The Children's Fire
Heart song of a people
Mac Macartney

Summary
***SILVER AWARD WINNER, 2019 NAUTILUS BOOK AWARDS!***
The Children’s Fire forges a trail into Britain’s wild and ancient Celtic past. It locates the fragments of a story
that still has resonance today; the pulse and surge of an older wisdom that cracks the mendacity of the
shopping mall’s vacuous promise. It is a passionate evocation of a generous, inclusive, diverse and spiritually
significant world – the world of our longing.
In the winter of 2009 Mac Macartney walked from his birthplace in England across Wales to the island of
Anglesey, once the spiritual epicentre of Late Iron Age Britain, navigating by the sun and the stars, with no
map, compass, stove or tent, and in the coldest winter for many years. The Children’s Fire records that journey,
and seeks to lay bare the aching loss of knowing and understanding sacredness as it applies to everything
9781788600453
ordinary that brings joy to the human heart. It asserts the emergence of a new story; the story of a people
Pub Date: 10/31/18
coming home to a truth made all the more poignant having so painfully broken faith with nature, our deeper
$14.99 USD/$15.99
CAD/£12.99 GBP/€14.99 EUR humanity, and the paradise we fouled with such casual disrespect. It is a love story and part of a larger
Paperback
narrative that is surfacing all around the world. It seeks to reclaim our future and name it, beautiful.
216 Pages
KJMB

Markup Note:

Coaching & Leadership

21.6 cm H | 13.8 cm W | 1.7
cm T | 280 g Wt
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The Confident Mother
A collection of learnings with excerpts of interviews from the 2015 The Confident Mother online
conference
Sherry Bevan

Summary
Want to know the secrets of The Confident Mother?
More than 20 inspirational mothers and parenting experts share their innermost secrets on what it takes to be a
confident mother:
Dame Sarah Storey successfully educated the GB cycling team management to allow her to combine full-time
competition with motherhood.
9781910056257
Pub Date: 8/17/15
$17.99 USD/$17.99
CAD/£11.99 GBP/€17.99 EUR
Paperback
268 Pages
VFX
21.6 cm H | 14 cm W

Toni Brodelle of the Pay It Forward Foundation encourages us to nurture our own emotional well-being and
asks whose love you craved as a child.
Elaine Halligan and Melissa Hood of The Parent Practice show us how to raise our children’s self-esteem.
This book shows you that good enough really is good enough. You don’t need to be the perfect mother; simply
focus on what’s most important to you to be The Confident Mother.
10% of the profits from this book will be donated to a local breastfeeding group.
Markup Note:

Parenting

The Customer Success Pioneer
The first 12 months of your journey into growth
Kellie Lucas

Summary
*SHORT-LISTED FOR THE BUSINESS BOOK AWARDS 2020!*
Are you a Customer Success Executive or making your way up the Customer Success ladder?
Do you want to transform churn into maximum recurring revenue and growth?
Are you looking for a clear route to an established framework?
Are you determined to be proactive, rather than constantly firefighting, with your customers?
Is your company invested in or implementing a customer-focused philosophy?

9781788600392
Pub Date: 10/25/19
$17.99 USD/$19.99
CAD/£15.99 GBP/€17.99 EUR
Paperback
288 Pages
KJSU
21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.7
cm T | 230 g Wt

If you answered yes to any of these questions, this book is for you!
Customer Success is an emerging discipline for professionals pioneering revenue growth through customer
relationships, outcomes, trust, loyalty, retention and referrals.
The Customer Success Pioneer is a practical handbook for creating a best-in-practice Customer Success
function from the ground up. It will help you ensure that your existing portfolio of customers become successful
partners - delighted, committed and renewing - by putting in place processes that will work across your
portfolio and into the future. This book will help you find the essential frameworks to maximise customer
retention, recurring revenue and growth, build a productive and balanced team and excel as a Customer
Success professional.
Markup Note:

Business
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The Disruption Game Plan
New rules for connected thinking on innovation and risk
Ruth Murray-Webster, Eleanor Winton

Summary
Disruption is everywhere: it presents both great opportunities and significant threats.
Do you know how to shape your strategy to respond?
What if you had a game plan to navigate disruption?
The Disruption Game Plan presents a tried and tested framework to help senior leaders think differently
about disruptive trends and emergent risks, and to act differently when making decisions; joining up thinking
on innovation, risk, sustainability and strategy.
9781788602488
Pub Date: 5/18/21
$24.99 USD/$26.99
CAD/£19.99 GBP/€24.99 EUR
Paperback
144 Pages
KJ
21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.1
cm T

By revealing how we can more effectively deal with challenging business environments, it shows you how to go
beyond a short-term, fire-fighting response, and instead set out to ‘change the game’.
This practical and easy-to-read book is supported by online content including videos, models, tips, blog posts
and much more on www.disruptiongameplan.com
Markup Note:

Business

Draw a Better Business
The essential visual thinking toolkit to help your small business work better
Cara Holland

Summary
Draw a Better Business is an illustrated practical guide for freelancers and business people who want to tap into
their innate creativity, learn to use visual skills and techniques and gain the business benefits. This book will
help you plan, pitch, deliver and engage with real impact.
Filled with practical exercises, examples and insights across four key areas of your business - planning and
problem solving, communicating, delivering workshops and meetings, and creating engaging content - this
book will equip you with practical tools to help you strengthen your business, and stand out in a crowd. It gives
you all the knowledge and the know how you need (even if you think you can’t draw) to start getting the
benefits of working visually.
After 10 years of running her own business Graphic Change, working visually with companies such as
TimeWarner, Google and the NHS, Cara Holland has a lot to say about the benefits of working visually. In this
book she shares tips, tools and insights that will bring the power of working visually to your business.

9781910056639
Pub Date: 9/20/18
$19.99 USD/$19.99
CAD/£14.99 GBP/€19.99 EUR Markup Note:
Paperback

Business

224 Pages
KJP
19 cm H | 12 cm W | 1.7 cm
T | 220 g Wt
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Eat the Beach
A Guide to the Edible Seashore
Fraser Christian

Summary
Eat the Beach is a uniquely informative, practical guide to coastal foraging, essential for anyone interested in
survival skills or just wanting to get more out of messing about in rock pools.
Fraser Christian runs the UK's only specialist Coastal Survival School. He is a fully qualified chef who has led
courses for the famous River Cottage and now regularly forages for some of the UK’s top Michelin restaurants.
In this book he shares his expertise on safety, particularly with regard to weather and tides, techniques for
fishing from the shore, finding, identifying and cooking sea plants (including seaweed) and shellfish, and takes
the reader step by step through the process of building a clam oven for the ultimate beach feast.
Essential reading for anyone likely to be wild camping by the seashore, or who wants to be equipped for any
9781910056035
Pub Date: 10/22/13
survival situation (the Coastal Survival School was formed in response to requests from those who found
$19.99 USD/$22.99
themselves in just such a situation after the 2004 tsunami). The seashore is a rich source of food: this book
CAD/£14.99 GBP/€19.99 EUR
teaches anyone how to collect it, catch it, prepare it, cook it and enjoy it.
B-format Paperback
80 Pages
WSZV
21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 15.2
cm T

"This book is written so anyone who wants to know about living by the coast, with information and advice any
coastal dweller should know (and I didn't).
Useful for foragers, bushcraft types, survivalist enthusiasts, preppers or just folks that want to expand
knowledge.
Simply presented and easy to read and understand."
Markup Note:

Outdoor Skills

The Every-Year Itch
Do life differently
Kirsten de Bouter Shillam

Summary
You must have felt the Itch. The urge to change gear, shift focus to your true talents, learn, travel, have an
adventure. But somehow it hasn’t happened.
While you’re spending your life ticking boxes, following regulations and expectations and ignoring your itch to
do things differently, your incredible personal resources, dreams and plans remain untapped and dormant.
But you are more capable than you think. Much more is possible than you dare to believe.
This book invites you on a journey: scratch your every-year itch and discover an inexhaustible well of energy
and lifelong development.

9781788601207
Pub Date: 12/5/19
Do try this at home!
$14.99 USD/$14.99
CAD/£12.99 GBP/€14.99 EUR
Markup Note: Self-Development
Paperback
208 Pages
VSC
21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.6
cm T
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Executive Presentations
Develop presence to speak with confidence and skill
Jacqui Harper

Summary
*SHORT-LISTED FOR THE BUSINESS BOOK AWARDS 2019!*
This book equips executives to give compelling and clear presentations: the kind of presentations that drive
corporate change and innovation AND make reputations. And it’s all down to presence.
Presence works at three levels - what you say, how you use your body, and your mindset.
Level 1: Discover how to transform ideas and business messages with a simple 5-step tool.
Level 2: Learn how to leverage your physical presence when speaking, including your style, body language and
vocal presence.
Level 3: Speak with confidence and resilience by developing your mindset, with four powerful tools to transform
9781788600163
Pub Date: 10/19/18
the way you think as you prepare to present.
$17.99 USD/$19.99
Jacqui Harper writes in a warm, authoritative style. Her rich blend of tools, tips and expert advice will help you
CAD/£15.99 GBP/€17.99 EUR
become a consistently outstanding communicator.
Paperback
232 Pages
KJP

Markup Note:

Business

21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.7
cm T | 300 g Wt

The Exhibitionist
Inspiring trade show excellence
Nichola Reeder, Steve Reeder

Summary
A practical and inspiring guide to executing effective trade shows that attract and convert high quality leads into
profitable sales. Organisations regularly waste vast amounts of money, time and effort attending the wrong
shows, planning them poorly and failing to follow up, leading to an almost zero return on investment. The
Exhibitionist gives exhibitors an end-to-end guide covering all aspects of best-practice trade show execution
including budgeting, researching the right show, selecting and training staff and post show contact strategy
amongst many other elements, to build the confidence and skills required for delivering more effective events.

9781788600927
Pub Date: 5/16/19
$29.99 USD/$32.99
CAD/£24.99 GBP/€29.99 EUR
Paperback
296 Pages
KJP
21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 2.2
cm T | 385 g Wt

Through a series of three modules - planning, implementation and evaluation - The Exhibitionist guides readers
through the linear process of delivering a commercially measurable trade show. This is a practical journey
which alongside the theory uses case studies and examples to bring the key points to life. Rather than just
giving readers the answer, The Exhibitionist provides the stimulus and inspiration to arrive at the right decisions
for each organisation’s specific trade show needs. The Exhibitionist directs you through the minimum
requirements to deliver an effective trade show but also discuss more advanced elements such as media
management, speaker platforms and digital engagement that will enhance the basic delivery for more
experienced exhibitors
Markup Note:

Business
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Exploding Turkeys and Spare Trousers
Adventures in global business
Ken Pasternak

Summary
Tales from the ‘Indiana Jones of Cultural Adventures’…
From New York to Beijing, Paris to Juba, Moscow to Mexico City, Ken Pasternak’s distinguished career as a
banker, management consultant, executive educator, author and keynote speaker has provided a wealth of
experience with people and organizations internationally. In this book he shares some of the most memorable
stories from his wide-ranging travels and his many encounters with celebrities, and draws out truths that still
apply today in both life and business.
From leadership to life skills, culture to kindness, these are stories that will make you laugh and make you
think, and might just change your perspective on life.
9781788602815
Pub Date: 7/6/21
$11.99 USD/$11.99
CAD/£9.99 GBP/€11.99 EUR
Paperback

Markup Note:

Business

136 Pages
KJK
19 cm H | 12 cm W | 1 cm T

First Aid for your Child's Mind
Simple steps to soothe anxiety, fears and worries
Alicia Eaton

Summary
Soothe your child’s anxiety and help them to develop emotional resilience for the future. The number of
children suffering from anxiety is on the rise and most parents will readily admit that they feel ill prepared and
lost for words when it comes to supporting their child’s emotional wellbeing. Author Alicia Eaton is a Harley
Street practitioner with over 15 years’ experience of helping children to feel more confident and overcome
feelings of anxiety. As she explains, nearly all children will sustain bumps and bruises on the outside of their
body so it’s only natural that they’ll also pick up a few on the inside, in the form of anxiety and worries.
Learning how to tackle these quickly, stops them from turning into much bigger problems later.
Whether your child has a fear of dogs, spiders, dentists or injections, struggles with school, performing on
stage or sleeping at night, this book will teach you the simple solutions every parent needs to know. When your
child feels happy, you’ll feel happier too.

9781788601177
Pub Date: 10/24/19
$14.99 USD/$14.99
CAD/£12.99 GBP/€14.99 EUR Markup Note:
Paperback

Parenting

200 Pages
VFX
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Flex Your Mind
10 powerful Yoga principles for less stress in a busy world
Rachel Bonkink

Summary
Discover the ten ancient principles for more peace of mind in your daily life. Understand why you behave and
think as you do, and how to make the changes that will transform your day-to-day experience.
With a down-to-earth approach and real-life examples from business and personal life, this book shows you
how to make your mind stronger – and, ultimately, to make your life lighter and less stressful – by bringing
yoga philosophy into your everyday.
This is no stuffy philosophical book. Rachel Bonkink drank too much, worked crazy hours, went for the money
and always wanted more: yoga philosophy transformed her life, and it can transform yours too.
9781788601795
Markup Note:
Pub Date: 7/23/20
$14.99 USD/$16.99
CAD/£12.99 GBP/€14.99 EUR
Paperback

Health & Fitness

260 Pages
VXA
21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.9
cm T

The Forces of Collaborative Creativity
A practical guide to creative teamwork in the healthcare business
Peter John Comber

Summary
Collaborative Creativity is a powerful methodology for groups that uses short bursts of creative challenges to
help people go beyond rational/conscious thinking and uncover, with constructive consequences, the
emotional/irrational sphere that influences behaviour. It was developed by Peter Comber specifically for the
complex environment of the healthcare industry, and this how-to manual for managers of healthcare companies
offers practical advice on how to employ creative processes in their sector.
Markup Note:

Business

9781788601511
Pub Date: 10/27/20
$29.99 USD/$32.99
CAD/£24.99 GBP/€29.99 EUR
Paperback
168 Pages
KJD
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The Foundations of Mastery
12 Steps to a Fulfilled Life
Narina Riskowitz

Summary
Uncover your inherent mastery
Take charge of your life; step into your true power
Run your mind like a master; claim your higher gifts

9781788600354
Pub Date: 1/24/19
$14.99 USD/$15.99
CAD/£11.99 GBP/€14.99 EUR
Paperback
208 Pages
VXA
21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.6
cm T | 280 g Wt

Have you been on your path of personal transformation and spiritual growth for a while now, worked through
your old fears and doubts, and learned the lessons of life? Now you are ready for the great work – that of
Mastery.
The Foundations of Mastery takes personal development to a level of self-mastery. Drawing on principles of
esoteric psychology, spirituality, ancient wisdom and modern-day quantum physics, this book equips you to
master your mind, body, energy, emotions and soul.
A practical, interactive guide, The Foundations of Mastery offers:
powerful, yet simple practices, tools and visualisations for mental, emotional and spiritual empowerment
the ‘how’ of the mastery mindset that empowers you to flow with life intuitively and create powerfully and
with purposeful intent
insight into the 12-Chakra System and how you can activate your higher chakras
a guide to the Universal Laws and how to use them to grow in mastery
transformational meditations with free access to audio downloads.
Be your own healer, grow in consciousness and master your ability to manifest abundance, happiness and
fulfilment in your life.
Markup Note:

Self-Development

Founded After Forty
How to start a business when you haven't got time to waste
Glenda Shawley

Summary
Founded After Forty by small business expert Glenda Shawley takes you step by step from discovering your
'why' and vision to launching your business and keeping the momentum going. It covers finding the right
business model and business fundamentals as well as practical considerations such as making the time for
running a business.
Part 2 looks at the mechanics of starting up: legal considerations, identifying the target market, choosing the
right route to market, developing the brand, making a profit, and mapping the customer journey.
Part 3 gets you started with marketing, staffing, managing the business and the launch and beyond.
The guidance in the book is supplemented with examples from existing business owners who didn’t always get
it right first time. Each chapter finished with topics to think about as well as key actions that need to be taken.
There is an accompanying downloadable workbook which builds on the key activities in the book to help you
create your own unique business plan.

9781910056462
Pub Date: 1/11/17
$19.99 USD/$19.99
CAD/£14.99 GBP/€19.99 EUR
Markup Note:
Paperback

Entrepreneurship
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From Storeroom to Boardroom
How integrity and courage shape global business
Babs Omotowa

Summary
What does it really take to succeed in business in the developing world? One man’s remarkable journey from a
rural Nigerian village to a top job in a global corporation reveals the challenges, the opportunities and the
issues we must all face up to if we’re to create positive organizational and societal impact, equality and equity
in global business.
Babs Omotowa has spent his life rejecting the status quo. His own career disproves the unthinking perception
that Africans underperform in global businesses, and his insistence that bigger societal issues such as
community development, corruption, transparency and pollution belong on the corporate agenda alongside
market and production target has revolutionized big business’s approach to the developing world.
9781788602341
Pub Date: 2/23/21
$14.99 USD/$16.99
CAD/£12.99 GBP/€14.99 EUR
Paperback
196 Pages
BGBA
21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.4
cm T

From government agency blockades due to his refusal to pay an illegal levy, to the fallout from his resistance to
paying $2bn to fund elections, to bringing transparency to oil spills and revenues to government, to creating
strategic master-planning for community development and to taking tough stance to address corruption issues,
his story exposes the challenges of big businesses in developing countries and reveals a better way for
multinational companies to navigate these challenges: with integrity and courage.
Markup Note:

Business

The Golden Thread
How consistent culture creates purposeful people and high performance
Leanne Hamley

Summary
The Golden Thread is a blueprint for authentic organizational culture: what it is, what it isn't, why it
matters, and how to build it.
If you are passionate about creating an environment where people thrive, you’ll understand the value of real
engagement and values alignment. But how do you make it happen? Consciously or not, company culture runs
like a golden thread through any organization, and where it is not thoughtfully nurtured it unravels - leaving a
toxic environment filled with bureaucracy, politics and poor mental health.

9781788602662
Pub Date: 6/8/21
$17.99 USD/$19.99
CAD/£14.99 GBP/€17.99 EUR
Paperback

The Golden Thread guides business leaders through this concept – exploring cultural diagnostics and revealing
what they really mean. This book will show you how to design and develop your own target culture, one that is
right for your people and business. It then takes you step by step through the employee lifecycle, helping you
to weave your new cultural and values through everything to build a happy, healthy, high performing
organization.

200 Pages
KJMV2

Leanne Hamley is an experienced leader and business coach specializing in behavioural change, leadership
development and organizational culture.

21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.4
cm T
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The HERO Transformation Playbook
The step-by-step guide for delivering large-scale change
Arif Harbott, Cuan Mulligan

Summary
Most transformations and large-scale change programs fail, but in a rapidly changing world change is becoming
more and more critical for survival.
9781788602037
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$34.99 USD/$36.99
CAD/£29.99 GBP/€34.99 EUR
Paperback
208 Pages
KJMP
21.6 cm H | 28 cm W

The HERO Transformation Playbook is your step-by-step playbook of EXACTLY how to deliver successful
transformations and large-scale change programs with the best chance of success using the HERO
Transformation Framework: a clear method to help you design transformation for maximum enterprise value
creation and then deliver the outcome in a repeatable fashion.
We built our framework through trial and error, learning from our mistakes and successes and solving common
issues we came across and pitfalls that we have seen time and again. We then spent many years honing the
framework, removing the fluff, distilling the concepts until it contained everything you need to succeed in the
challenging world of change.
In this book we teach you everything we’ve learned – including all of the roles, processes, meetings,
governance, and templates for you to follow and apply to your transformation today - so that you can crack the
code of change and lead successful transformations on your own. The more successful transformations that are
delivered, the better the world will be for everyone!
***BUSINESS BOOK AWARDS 2021 SHORTLISTED TITLE***
Most transformations fail. Don’t let yours be one of them.
“...a compelling methodology to transform for the digital age, and not to succumb to it.” - Gianvito Lanzolla,
Professor of Strategy at Cass Business School
“... the book on transformation we’ve been waiting for...” - Kevin Cunnington, Digital Envoy and Transformation
Lead for UK Government
Most transformations and large-scale change programs fail, but in a rapidly changing world change is becoming

The Hot Flush Freedom Challenge
10 days to cool down, calm down and break through the brain fog of menopause
Julie Dennis

Summary
Menopause can be a complex time of life but it doesn’t have to be complicated to get control of your symptoms
Too many women think it’s either HRT or suffer but that’s not the case. There’s a third option, which is to get
control of your symptoms naturally. The Hot Flush Freedom Challenge is for busy, professional women who
want straightforward practical advice they can implement with minimum fuss and time. Written using everyday
language, the book offers a step-by-step solution to getting control of your hot flushes, night sweats, energy
bombs, mood swings, brain fog and sleep in just 10 days.
Markup Note:

Health & Fitness

9781788600088
Pub Date: 12/8/17
$11.99 USD/$11.99
CAD/£9.99 GBP/€11.99 EUR
Paperback
160 Pages
VFDW
19.8 cm H | 12.9 cm W | 1.3
cm T | 180 g Wt
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How to be a Change Superhero
The business toolkit to help you to 'do' change better
Lucinda Carney

Summary
Most of us have experienced change being ‘done’ to us – badly. It really doesn’t have to be that way!
This book is for managers who have tried to deliver business change but felt frustrated and disempowered by
the experience. It is for people who want to stand up and make a difference igniting and inspiring successful
change but don’t know where to start. This book is a complete toolkit for aspiring Change Superheroes!
Lucinda Carney C.Psychol uses her decades of business experience to:
· explain the repeated, human causes of failed change
9781788601603
Pub Date: 5/21/20
$17.99 USD/$19.99
CAD/£14.99 GBP/€17.99 EUR
Paperback
234 Pages
KJMV2
21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.7
cm T

· uncover the secrets to delivering sustainable change
· provide prospective Change Superheroes with the confidence to deliver their own successful business change
· share case studies; downloadable tools and real-life examples of successful change.
Let’s change the way we do Change!
Markup Note:

HR

The HR Change Toolkit
Your complete guide to making it happen
Lucy Adams

Summary
It's hard to make change happen in HR. If you're a HR manager with good ideas on making things work better
that's frustrating enough, but for organisations that fail to respond to the way the world is changing the results
could be fatal.
In this insightful, practical book the world's top HR disruptor - Lucy Adams - explains why HR needs to change
its approach if it’s to be successful in transforming its organisations. She also shares workable strategies for
getting your own HR team ready, preparing the ground in your organisation, designing your change and
implementing it effectively.
It's up to you to lead the way - here's what you need to make it happen.

9781788600439
Pub Date: 1/17/19
Markup Note:
$19.99 USD/$21.99
CAD/£14.99 GBP/€19.99 EUR
Paperback

HR

272 Pages
KJMV2
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HR Disrupted

(2nd Edition)

It’s time for something different (2nd Edition)
Lucy Adams

Summary
The new and updated edition of the classic work on Disruptive HR.
The way we work is changing fast, and traditional HR is no longer fit for purpose.
Equipping our organizations to meet today’s demands requires something very different. This book provides HR
professionals with:

9781788602112
Pub Date: 2/16/21
$17.99 USD/$19.99
CAD/£14.99 GBP/€17.99 EUR
Paperback
230 Pages
KJMV2
21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.3
cm T

a compelling case for changing HR
practical people solutions for a disrupted world
strategies to make the changes they need
ways to equip HR with the right capabilities and mindset
The new and updated edition of the classic work on Disruptive HR.
The way we work is changing fast, and traditional HR is no longer fit for purpose.
Equipping our organizations to meet today’s demands requires something very different. This book provides HR
professionals with:
a compelling case for changing HR
practical people solutions for a disrupted world
strategies to make the changes they need
ways to equip HR with the right capabilities and mindset
Markup Note:

HR

Humanizing B2B
The new truth in marketing that will transform your brand and your sales
Paul Cash, James Trezona

Summary
There’s a new truth in B2B marketing: if you want to move products, you need to move minds.
Most companies suffer from a delusion, and it’s this: that buyers always make decisions in a rational, logical,
and economic way. The result is a slew of features-driven B2B marketing that few people really care about. In
recent years B2B customers have evolved. The don’t just want to buy from businesses anymore, they want to
buy into them.

9781788602518
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$19.99 USD/$26.99
CAD/£17.99 GBP/€20.99 EUR
Paperback
224 Pages
KJS
21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.6
cm T | 286 g Wt

The problem is too few B2B companies realize this. They continue with the same product-centric marketing that
increases revenue by a percentage point here and there. It seems safe but it’s dangerously short-sighted,
because it doesn’t deliver the transformational and long-term growth that makes businesses category leaders.
It’s even more important to address this issue at such a critical and delicate moment in the world economy.
Marketing leaders require strategies that have an exponential, rather than an incremental, effect on brand,
marketing and sales, and to implement them they need the new super-skills this book teaches.
This involves establishing a core purpose, shifting the focus from products to people, from features to feelings
and from messaging to storytelling, acknowledging that neuro science has proved that people buy on emotion
and justify with fact. In other words, it requires a completely different mindset to the one that’s prevalent right
now, one that we call ‘Humanizing B2B’.
Markup Note:
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Hype Yourself
A no-nonsense PR toolkit for small businesses
Lucy Werner

Summary
***BUSINESS BOOK AWARDS 2021 SHORTLISTED TITLE***
Hype Yourself is an invaluable toolkit for getting you and your business featured in the media: newspapers,
magazines, radio and TV. Crammed full of insider advice, from the building blocks of your PR strategy to the
execution of creative campaigns, it includes expert tips from journalists and industry specialists and is
supported by a stack of online resources.
Lucy Werner is founder of The Wern, a PR & branding consultancy and training hub for startups, entrepreneurs
and independent brands. She is also a writer, speaker, blogger, teacher and podcaster on all things brand
building for small businesses. For more information follow @wernchat or visit www.thewern.com

9781788601238
Pub Date: 1/9/20
Markup Note:
$17.99 USD/$19.99
CAD/£14.99 GBP/€17.99 EUR
Paperback

Entrepreneurship

228 Pages
KJH
21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.6
cm T | 140 g Wt

I am the Parent who Stayed
Joyfully parenting alone
Nina Farr

Summary

9781788600125
Pub Date: 3/9/18
$12.99 USD/$14.99
CAD/£10.99 GBP/€12.99 EUR
Paperback
224 Pages
VFX
19.8 cm H | 12.9 cm W | 1.2
cm T | 235 g Wt

It's hard to be left taking care of your family all by yourself. Parenting alone in the wake of domestic violence,
intense conflict or traumatic, unexpected events, makes being 'the parent who stayed' even more difficult.
Are you standing in the ruins of your family wondering what the hell you have to do to get back to being ok
again?
Has the amount of conflict, aggression and shame that came with separation/divorce floored your and your
kids?
You deserve to be happy, no matter how awful this has been.
Parenting alone after traumatic family breakdown is relentless, lonely, scary and hard. The nights you sit on the
stairs crying after the kids finally fall asleep. The days you can barely get out of bed but push on through
because no-one else is going to pick up the pieces. The times you watch your children crumple into anger,
despair and frustration and you simply don’t know what to do.
If you feel that you’re stuck in the trenches, this book is for you. It's for you, if even lifting your eyes to the
path ahead feels like putting yourself in the firing line. It is for you if you’re just about getting through the day
you’re in. It's for you if you know that life cannot change when you have no perspective, no vision, and no plan.
You can figure out how to pick up all the broken pieces of your life and put them back together again.
Nina Farr, TED Speaker, Author and Leadership Coach (plus ex-lone parent to two under two), can show you
how, because she's been there.
Markup Note:

Parenting
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Instructions Not Supplied
A story of adoption, autism and coming together as a family
Julie Otto, Ken Aitken

Summary

9781788600255
Pub Date: 6/21/18
$14.99 USD/$16.99
CAD/£12.99 GBP/€14.99 EUR
Paperback
176 Pages
VFVK

Instructions Not Supplied is the account of one family’s experience in adopting three children, each of whom
turned out to have special needs, and the challenges they have faced along the way. Some of the difficult
situations they have faced are simply part of a family life; others are as a direct result of the children's
disabilities and difficulties, including autism, attention deficit hyper-activity disorder, foetal alcohol syndrome,
attachment disorder and sensory issues.
A story of adoption, autism and coming together as a family, this book describes with honesty and humour how
the behaviour of the children has often challenged the adults around them. It also explores the process of
diagnosis and the difficulty of getting the right support both for the children and their parents, with insights for
all parents and teachers of children with complex needs.
The book is a unique insight into the twin challenges of adoption and disability, an invaluable read for
prospective adopters and adoptive parents as well as natural parents of children with additional support needs.
It is equally valuable for practitioners, as it gives an insight into the family life of those parenting such children
and how best to support them.
Markup Note:

Parenting

19.8 cm H | 12.9 cm W |
35.6 cm T | 200 g Wt

The Invisible Revolution
Join the empowered Mumpreneurs: Inspiration, insights & practical advice to build a business you
love
Nicola Huelin, Mary Perkins

Summary
Without question, this book is for you if you’re a mum who wants to build a successful business
around the family life you love.
Written especially for mums by Nicola Huelin, a mum and award-winning business coach and mentor, The
Invisible Revolution is an inspirational and practical handbook bringing you precious insights, inspiration and
real-world advice on how to start, grow and sustain a successful business – without compromising your quality
of family life, health or sanity. Discover the 14 Pillars of Empowered Success every mum in business needs. Join
Nicola and a whole host of incredibly successful Mumpreneurs to discover how the women of the Invisible
9781910056615
Revolution are carving out a new blueprint for business, achieving a new definition of success and creating a
Pub Date: 10/16/17
world-changing legacy for their children.
$19.99 USD/$19.99
CAD/£14.99 GBP/€19.99 EUR Learn what it really takes to turn your dream business into reality.
Paperback
“Nicola has written the essential handbook that every Mumpreneur should read. Inspiring, insightful and packed
full of strategies to help us all achieve our dreams.” Jo Davison, founder of Blue Cow Global
296 Pages
“These real-life stories straight from the heart inspire mums everywhere.” Dame Mary Perkins, Co-founder of
KJH
Specsavers,
21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.6
cm T | 385 g Wt
“I believe reading this book will give you the courage to begin… and the courage to succeed.” Lucy Piper,
Presenter
“The Invisible Revolution is a truly inspiring read - full of practical tools, resources, insight and examples to
help you on your Mumpreneur journey.” Lucy Griffin-Stiff, founder of Starting Conversations
About the Author Nicola Huelin is a multi-award winning business coach and mentor, founder of Mpower for
mums in business, inspirational speaker and author with over 20 years’ experience in combining business
success with family life. www.mpower.global
Markup Note:
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It's Not You, It's Your Hormones!
Nicki Williams

Summary
Are you wondering what the hell has happened to you since you hit 40? You’re not alone! Millions of women
over 40 worldwide are suffering needlessly. Stressed out and exhausted, struggling to lose weight, suffering
mood swings and PMS, or hot flushes and night sweats, life can seem like one big struggle. What many women
don’t realize is that the key to sustainable weight loss, vitality and balance is not the latest fad diet or fitness
programme. For women over 40, the answer is to take back control of your hormones! It’s Not You, It’s Your
Hormones is the essential guide for every woman over 40, providing natural and practical solutions to fight fat,
fatigue and hormone havoc.
Markup Note:

Health & Fitness

9781910056530
Pub Date: 2/13/17
$19.99 USD/$24.99
CAD/£14.99 GBP/€16.99 EUR
Mass Market
338 Pages
VFDW
23.4 cm H | 15.6 cm W | 2.5
cm T | 545 g Wt

The Journey Inside
Coaching to the Core
Veronica Munro, Richard Haggerty, Shirley Attenborough, Dan Newby, David Ross, Colin D. Smith, Aidan Tod

Summary
If you’re coaching top-level executives, you need to deliver top-level results. Seven international expert
coaches share their techniques for deepening your practice and your impact. Take your coaching to a more
powerful level as you work down through the depths of the human psyche, where effective sustainable change
is achieved. An essential book for anyone involved in helping others achieve at their highest potential.
'An immensely practical insight into first-class coaching skills. A must read for all professional coaches looking
to perfect their technique.’ - Nigel Jeremy, Chief Learning Officer, British Airways
Markup Note:

Coaching & Leadership

9781788601146
Pub Date: 11/14/19
$24.99 USD/$26.99
CAD/£19.99 GBP/€24.99 EUR
Paperback
288 Pages
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Lead Beyond The Edge
The Bold Path to Extraordinary Results
Frederique Murphy, Bob Burg

Summary
How would you like to lead yourself towards extraordinary results without ever stopping yourself in
your tracks?
You are driven, goal-orientated and aspire to more: you are a leader, at work and at home. So, how do you
step up to that next level? By getting out of your own way and pushing through your fears and past your
comfort zone. But reaching that edge is scary...
In Lead Beyond The Edge, Frederique Murphy provides you with the mind strategies you need to rewire your
brain for success. You will know how to overcome any challenges to accomplish anything, anytime, anywhere.
9781788602143
Pub Date: 3/30/21
$24.99 USD/$26.99
CAD/£19.99 GBP/€24.99 EUR
Paperback
216 Pages
KJMB
21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.6
cm T

Discover scientific strategies to lead transformations from within.
Learn by doing more than just reading to enhance your cognitive functions.
Access a powerful 12-step framework to fire up your brain on command.
You can lead beyond the edge but only if you know what to do when your brain resists. Thanks to Frederique’s
actionable strategies, memorable science and personal stories, experience self-directed neuroplasticity by
building this bold path and make your extraordinary happen!
Markup Note:

Coaching & Leadership

The Leadership Map
The gritty guide to strategy that works and people who care
Ian Windle

Summary
Leadership is complicated.
How do you become a great leader?
Don’t leave it to chance.
The Leadership Map demystifies the subject and provides every leader with a comprehensive framework to
create and grow a successful business. It covers all the key elements you need to understand and build a
successful business; from creating your vision, to developing your people, to executing on your strategy.
9781788602242
Pub Date: 5/4/21
$17.99 USD/$19.99
CAD/£14.99 GBP/€17.99 EUR
Paperback
256 Pages
KJMB
21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.9
cm T

The book is brought to life through stories based on the author’s knowledge and experience of working
first-hand with CEOs of many businesses both large and small, private and public, national and international.
Ian Windle is a pragmatist, not a theorist. The Leadership Map will bring clarity to your thinking and provide
you with models, tools and techniques that will allow you to immediately put your ideas into action.
Markup Note:
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Leading Through Uncertainty
Emotional resilience and human connection in a performance-driven world
Jude Jennison

Summary
The rapid advancement of technology has fuelled fast-paced change in business, creating a high-performance
culture that requires leaders to be resilient, agile and results-focused. But the increased level of uncertainty
and an ever-expanding workload often create stress, overwhelm, fear and polarization, leading to
disconnection. The world never stops, and when people get caught in the same trap they risk burning out. In
Leading Through Uncertainty, leadership expert Jude Jennison explores the challenges leaders face as human
beings in a technological world, the new habits and behaviours they need to adopt to re-connect on a human to
human basis, and the leadership qualities they need to lead through uncertainty. This is a call to return to the
core of humanity to find the natural human characteristics of communication, connection, compassion and
community, drawing on the experience of working with a herd of horses to understand the impact of non-verbal
communication on leadership.

9781788600194
Pub Date: 5/17/18
$19.99 USD/$24.99
Markup Note:
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Lessons Will Be Learned
Transforming safeguarding in education
Martin Baker, Mike Glanville

Summary
The safeguarding and child protection challenges in education have never been more complex, nor the legal
duties on schools and colleges more stringent. The criminal and sexual exploitation of children, FGM,
radicalisation and online safety are sadly all now part of the remit, as are self-harm and mental health issues.
And these safeguarding challenges are found not only in urban communities, but also in leafy suburbs and rural
idylls throughout the UK. The responsibility on safeguarding leads in schools, colleges and multi-academy trusts
is huge, and Covid-19 (and its inevitable after-effects) has only added to the complexity.

9781788602716
Pub Date: 5/25/21
$24.99 USD/$26.99
CAD/£19.99 GBP/€24.99 EUR
Paperback
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cm T

This book sets out how you can transform your safeguarding arrangements, with a strategic framework that will
help you and your governing body or MAT board to develop and implement outstanding practice across your
whole organisation. It is based on an 8-point strategic safeguarding model that will enable you to anticipate
potential problems, deal with concerns more effectively, and build a robust safeguarding culture that is
underpinned by a strong network of support, both internally and externally. Ultimately, this approach will
support safeguarding leads in their vital role of protecting children; enable senior leaders, governors and
trustees to provide appropriate leadership and support for safeguarding; help to improve the effectiveness of
multi-agency working; and support educators in their vital work of preparing learners for life.
Markup Note:

Education
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Life is a Four-Letter Word
A Mental Health Survival Guide for Professionals
Andy Salkeld

Summary
Do you ever feel you’re a fraud and about to be found out?
Do you feel an expectation to keep going and to be strong?
Do you ever think what it would be like to just… ‘STOP’?
You’re not alone. Mental ill health impacts one in four people every year, and professionals in high-pressure
jobs are especially vulnerable.
9781788601559
Pub Date: 5/14/20
$17.99 USD/$19.99
CAD/£14.99 GBP/€17.99 EUR
Paperback
304 Pages
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cm T

Life is a Four-Letter Word is a mental health survival guide for professionals, from a high-flying Big 4
accountant who’s struggled with depression, anxiety, stress and suicidal thoughts and learned a lot along the
way.
Andy now advocates positive action around mental health, working closely with business leaders across the UK
to help them build mentally healthy cultures. He is a renowned speaker and writer on mental health,
entrepreneurship and finance.
Markup Note:

Business

Lifting the Veils of Illusion
7 Steps Towards Spiritual Enlightenment
Narina Riskowitz

Summary
This book facilitates an all-encompassing journey of personal empowerment and spiritual growth in 7 essential
steps. Taking a peek into the subtle realms, sharing ancient wisdom and consulting ground-breaking science, it
offers fascinating new insights and readers will experience powerful transformational shifts, emerging from
stress and fear to empowerment.

9781910056387
Pub Date: 2/5/16
$13.99 USD/£9.99
GBP/€14.40 EUR
Paperback
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The 7 Steps process is designed to serve as a guide on your path toward your own development, growth and
enlightenment. Buddha taught that this world is an illusion. As we awaken and grow in consciousness, we begin
to see through the illusions. This book explores the nature of these illusions. With each of the 7 Steps, we will
be lifting another veil of illusion. When a veil of illusion is lifted, you will find yourself in a whole new plane of
existence, perceiving everything very differently than before. This 7 Steps process is unique in that not only is
it informative, interactive and experiential, it is also hugely transformational.
Narina Riskowitz is an experienced Transformational Therapist and Soul Coach. She runs spiritual development
courses, embraces energy healing and works holistically with groups and individual clients. She has developed
her own healing modality, combining regression journeys with energy healing for complete results.
A firm believer in the mind-body link, most of her work is aimed at releasing negative emotions and limiting
beliefs and so restore her clients' natural health and inherent confidence. Her ground-breaking course material
resulted in her signature soul coaching tool: Lifting the Veils of Illusion, now captured as this enriching 7 Steps
book.
Markup Note:

Self-Development
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The LIPSTICK Principles
Let go of worry and fear, live in the moment, love life
Amanda Brown

Summary

9781788601368
Pub Date: 11/21/19
$14.99 USD/$14.99
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Paperback
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‘Every now and then a book comes along that unlocks and changes the way you see the world in a way that
means you want to share it with everyone you care about – this is such a book.’ – Helen Cornwell Lee
‘Reading this book is like taking a happiness pill, and it’s packed with practicality too. The LIPSTICK Principles is
uplifting, inspiring and motivating – a book every woman who wants to reach her potential should read.’ –
Helen Dibble
‘This book is gold dust, inspiring, moving, real, genuine, and the whole tool kit for happiness in one shot. It
feels like your best friend is beside you lovingly guiding you through how to do life, and letting you know you
can do this and you are not alone.’ – Wendy Loudon
Have you ever wondered if there is a formula for being happy? Would you like to gain control of your life and
feel more confident? How can you set about achieving your goals? Amanda Brown’s quest to find answers to
these questions has taken her across continents on a personal journey of study and practice as a successful life
coach and speaker. Here she shares her knowledge, insights and success stories to help you understand how to
utilise your mind to make decisions, savour the moment, be happy and feel excited about the future. By
applying the LIPSTICK principles, you will learn to live life from a place of love not fear and say, ‘I’m in.’ Packed
with simple exercises and practical solutions, this life manual will free you to let go of worry and fear, live in the
moment and love your life.
Markup Note:

Self-Development

The Listening Shift
Transform your organization by listening to your people and helping your people listen to you
Janie van Hool

Summary
In organizations, it’s a miracle our conversations get us anywhere at all – we are constantly distracted by goals,
consumed by the draw of emails, multi-tasking in everything that we do. We rush from meeting to meeting,
from call to call. We don’t take breaks and we work on the move. Even our downtime is stimulated – videos,
social media, noise.
We spend about 80% of our day involved in communicating and at least half of that should be listening and yet
only 2% of people have ever had any formal training in how to listen.

9781788602570
Pub Date: 6/29/21
$14.99 USD/$16.99
CAD/£12.99 GBP/€14.99 EUR
Paperback
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This book supports leaders by showing them how to cut through the noise and listen expertly. It is a
constructive toolkit for raising the game in communication with strategies, tools and techniques to implement
with confidence. Discover:
· How to find out how people are feeling.
· How to set up different modalities of listening in your business.
· How to determine what kind of listener you want to be.
· How to implement practical tools – using short, medium and longer-term strategies.
· How to help others listen to you more fully.
In a world of remote working, where we need to acknowledge different and minority voices, and where leaders
are juggling uncertainty with so many challenges to solve, expertise in listening and communicating in a way
that supports listening are more important than ever. The Listening Shift provides the tools you need to create
a listening environment where colleagues feel heard and acknowledged, and yet they understand clearly how to
move forward.
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The Long Win
The search for a better way to succeed
Cath Bishop

Summary
'Powerful and profound.' - Matthew Syed
'Anyone interested in motivation should read this book and think deeply.’ - Margaret Heffernan
***Selected as one of the Financial Times's Best Business Books of 2020!***

9781788601917
Pub Date: 10/13/20
$14.99 USD/$16.99
CAD/£12.99 GBP/€14.99 EUR
Paperback
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In this fascinating examination of our widespread obsession with winning, Cath Bishop draws on her personal
experience of high-performance environments to trace the idea of winning through history, language and
thought to explore how it has come to be a defining concept in fields from sport to business, from politics to
education. Faced with the challenges and opportunities of the 21st century, Cath offers a new, broader
approach – The Long Win.
Cath competed as a rower at three Olympic Games, becoming the first British woman to win the World
Championships and an Olympic medal in the coxless pairs event. As a senior diplomat, Cath worked on policy
and negotiations, specializing in stabilization policy for conflict-affected parts of the world. In business, Cath
has acted as a coach and consultant, advising on team and leadership development and organizational culture,
and teaches on the Executive Education Faculty at the Judge Business School, Cambridge University.
In this book she brings that extraordinary mix of experience to examine what winning has come to mean to
society and to us as individuals and offers a fresh perspective on how we might redefine success – personal and
professional - for the longer-term.
‘Looking at life from a different point of view is a rare skill. Built on in-depth research and broad experience as
well as original thought, this book will change your outlook on everything.’ - Clare Balding OBE
‘This book is so relevant, timely and exciting for any person or organization wanting to investigate what success
means to them. It couldn’t be a more ...

Lynne's Laws of Leadership
20 big lessons for leading a small law firm
Lynne Burdon

Summary
Lynne’s Laws have been honed from personal experience of leading a pioneering small law firm.
Lynne Burdon shares stories from her own experience as founder and leader of two successful firms to illustrate
the principles of leadership that are essential to create a successful business.
She reveals the practical steps to success: creating a great place to work which will attract and retain the best
staff and thus deliver outstanding service to clients.
Work should be meaningful and fun: these principles will show you how to make this true for yourself and your
organisation.
9781788600293
Pub Date: 9/27/18
Markup Note:
$24.99 USD/$24.99
CAD/£19.99 GBP/€24.99 EUR
Paperback
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Making Relationships Work at Work
A toolkit for getting more done with less stress
Richard Fox

Summary
Nowadays, work is all about relationships
Getting things done depends on getting along. And when relationships are difficult, it's not just our work that
suffers: it's often our health and wellbeing too.
Making Relationships Work at Work is the first book to cover comprehensively all the main components of
building and maintaining great relationships at work.
Based on 50 years’ experience of working with a wide variety of organisations, teams and individuals and
for making work relationships work better, it will not only help
but also to enjoy your working life more.

9781788601733
packed with practical strategies, tips and tools
Pub Date: 6/30/20
you to become more effective with less stress,
$19.99 USD/$24.99
CAD/£15.99 GBP/€19.99 EUR
Markup Note: Business
Paperback
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Making the Ask
The artful science of high-value fundraising
Bernard Ross, Clare Segal

Summary
If you’re a fundraiser or social entrepreneur keen to secure large gift for any kind of social cause you need to
be able to ask the right people for the right money in the right way. But how do you do that?
In this ground-breaking book, global experts Bernard Ross and Clare Segal share their approach - used by
major fundraising organisations from UNHCR in the Middle East to MSF in the US and from UK’s Oxford
University to MEF Museum in Argentina – which has been used to secure gifts up to $110m in a single ask.
Whether you’re an experienced fundraiser looking for new ideas, a newbie keen to get to the right approach
fast, or a board member anxious to help out, you’ll find the answers you’re looking for inside. The book also
has a special social bonus - every copy you buy will result in a donation to the WHO foundation to pay for a
Covid 19 vaccine in a developing nation. “One reasonably useful book = one life-saving vaccine.”

9781788602372
Pub Date: 6/15/21
$24.99 USD/$26.99
CAD/£19.99 GBP/€24.99 EUR Markup Note:
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Making Workshops Work
Creative collaboration for our time
Penny Pullan

Summary

9781910056677
Pub Date: 7/13/21
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Paperback
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Do you face the challenge of running really effective meetings, facilitated sessions or workshops as part of your
role?
Would you like to feel more confident when working with challenging groups or senior participants?
Do you want to deliver lasting results collaboratively, in virtual, hybrid and in-person environments?
Making Workshops Work takes you from an initial idea or brief, through step-by-step preparation, to an
engaging, well-run and effective session, resulting in agreed actions and clear follow up. You’ll feel confident,
creative and competent as you deliver great results. Everyone will be committed to their actions and
afterwards, whether you meet virtually, in-person or mix the two. Penny Pullan is a pioneer of virtual working
and one of the world’s leading experts on running effective workshops. Her expertise and candid stories will
inspire at every stage, to ensure that you are fully prepared to make the best use of your own and your
participants’ valuable time.
Discover:
A practical step-by-step guide to get the most out of group sessions quickly whether virtual or in-person
Memorable case studies, stories and examples to highlight what really works and what doesn’t
Downloadable tools, templates and checklists to reduce your preparation time and enhance your
effectiveness
Reflective questions and exercises to help you develop your own approach, building on what works for
you and adapting what doesn’t, so that each workshop is better than the last
Markup Note:

Business

Men… Let’s Talk Menopause
What’s going on and what you can do about it
Ruth Devlin

Summary
A comprehensive guide to the female menopause, written for men to help them understand this often
perplexing topic. It addresses all the important aspects of the menopause, including the physical, psychological,
genito-urinary and long term symptoms that can occur. It gives essential information on options available to
cope with those symptoms plus good advice for men (and women!) on practical lifestyle choices. Short and
easy to dip in and out of, with humorous illustrations and practical tips for what you can do (and what NOT to
say), this is your essential handbook for surviving the change in YOUR life.
Markup Note: Health & Fitness
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Misadventures in Entrepreneuring
The truth about how it feels to run your own business
Lucy-Rose Walker, Gayle Mann

Summary
Misadventures in Entrepreneuring® is the brainchild of Gayle Mann and Lucy-Rose Walker who were personally
involved in the start-up, growth and eventual sale of Entrepreneurial Spark. They have experienced their own
'misadventures’ as well as the many misadventures of the 4000+ entrepreneurs they have worked with along
the way, most of which were entirely psychological.

9781788601634
Pub Date: 9/10/20
$17.99 USD/$19.99
CAD/£14.99 GBP/€17.99 EUR
Paperback
220 Pages
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It focuses on the psychology of entrepreneuring® and how crucial it is to getting in, and out, of many of the
most common misadventures. Dispelling myths about the daily challenges entrepreneurs face, and providing
reassurance and inspiration, Misadventures in Entrepreneuring® delivers support and guidance to
entrepreneurs of all shapes and sizes through the authors’ story and those of many other entrepreneurs as they
cope day to day.
If you feel like your business has taken over your life, if you love what you do but struggle to juggle all your
priorities, if you sometimes forget what you dreamed of when you started – this book is for you.
Markup Note:

Entrepreneurship
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Misfit to Maven
The Story of AARGH to AAHH
Ebonie Allard

Summary
A practical and inspiring book for misfit business rebels. Misfit to Maven is more sex, drugs and misadventure
than other business books – reminding us all how extraordinary we can be, it will leave you inspired and ready
to build a life as extraordinary as you are, that feels as good on the inside as it looks from the outside.
Misfit to Maven tells Ebonie Allard’s story - from feeling ARGH about business and life to feeling AHHH about it
all. The book is part story, part handbook and shows you how you can learn to listen and trust yourself
implicitly. Sharing all her successes and failures, mistakes and milestones – from working in the TV industry to
homeless and living in a boiler room - Ebonie shares with candid honesty everything that has led her to where
she is now – living a life by design.
9781910056325
Pub Date: 11/12/15
$19.99 USD/£14.99
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This book is for you if you are unemployable because you are too creative, too innovative, too smart, too geeky
or too full of heart to clock in and clock out of a job and or life. If you feel like a square peg in a round hole and
want to move from a place of overwhelm and isolation to a place of clarity, progress and belonging. If you have
felt stuck or unable to receive success. If you are self-employed, a micro-business owner, or an aspiring
entrepreneur who wants to live a fully rounded, 360-degree life where there is space and time to work, rest and
play.
Markup Note:
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Mission: To Manage
Because managing people doesn’t need to be mission impossible
Marianne Page

Summary

9781788601825
Pub Date: 7/23/20
$14.99 USD/$16.99
CAD/£12.99 GBP/€14.99 EUR
Paperback
204 Pages
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Master the 7 essential management skills to become the leader your team want to follow.
Why is it that so many managers see the challenge of managing people as Mission Impossible? Is it because
people are impossible? Is it because they’re all inherently lazy, or stupid, or out to undermine you?
No. People are full of potential and passion - they want to be engaged in what they’re doing, and valued for
doing it well. So how can you tap into this passion and potential to become the leader your team want to follow.
The answer lies in the 7 Essentials that every manager must master to engage their people and build them into
a high performing team.
Mission: To Manage challenges the reader to examine their mindset around managing people and to master the
skills and strategies essential to success in their new role.
While sharing the theory, Mission: To Manage is all about implementation and action, focused on sharing tips,
strategies, worksheets and quick wins that can be put into practice immediately; giving the manager both the
strategies and the confidence to become the leader their team want to follow.
Markup Note:
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The Model Manifesto
An A-Z anti-exploitation manual for the fashion industry
Leanne Maskell, Sebastian Cubides

Summary
For such a beautiful industry, there is a lot of ugly behind the scenes in modelling.
Exploitation has always existed in the fashion industry, because it is so aspirational. By cutting through the
smoke and mirrors, The Model Manifesto empowers and educates models to take control of their lives into their
own hands and educates the public on the reality of what's involved in modelling. Leanne Maskell has drawn on
her 13 years of experience working as an international model together with her legal background to create this
easy-to-understand, A-Z guide in order to end exploitation of vulnerable models and wanna-be models. With
contributions from top industry experts, The Model Manifesto includes solid advice on everything from mental
health issues to paying tax. It covers every aspect of the modelling industry in detail to give an honest and
realistic insider view, covering both the highs and the lows.
The way to end the exploitation and the ugly in the industry is by education, awareness and building change
from the inside out.

9781788600651
Pub Date: 5/2/19
$17.99 USD/$19.99
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The Monday Revolution
Seize control of your business life
David Mansfield

Summary
***BUSINESS BOOK AWARDS 2021 SHORTLISTED TITLE***
Does all the good stuff only happen at weekends? Have Sunday evenings become depressing, as the working
days ahead come into view? Has your week been reduced to pointless meetings, over-complicated tasks and
disillusioned colleagues?
You’re convinced there’s a better way of getting things done. But where to start? Well, this book has the
answers. David Mansfield shows you how to reclaim your work week.
9781788601481
Pub Date: 3/19/20
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In a lifetime of work, David has encountered, tolerated, conquered and failed at most of the things you’ve come
to accept as the natural order. The business world is a messy place. Processes and systems that were meant to
help result in information overload, and just staying on top of the day-to-day feels like some sort of result.
But there are solutions, and The Monday Revolution has them. Every chapter contains stories, anecdotes and
uncomplicated real-world advice on how you can Revolutionise your working life.
Simple, immediate, actionable examples show how directors, managers and business owners can get more
done, more quickly. David covers all the basics needed to fast track profitable growth. If you want to look back
on your working week with satisfaction and eagerly anticipate the next, read this book. And start your own
Monday Revolution, this week.
Markup Note:

Business

The Money Train
10 things young businesses need to know about investors
David Pattison

Summary
Before you get on the Money Train, here’s what you need to know…
You have a great business idea but no money. There are investors out there with money looking for interesting
new businesses. On the face of it, it’s a match made in heaven, with lots of positives - but beware the
negatives.

9781788601948
Pub Date: 1/26/21
$14.99 USD/$16.99
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Paperback
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Those investment decisions will shape the future of your business. The standard models that investors impose
on start-ups and young companies can mean loss of control, overbearing input, disproportionate reward to the
wrong shareholders, or founders being squeezed out of their own businesses. Investment can also prop up a
business artificially, building false hope and disappointment in the long term.
‘The roadmap to a goldmine; David Pattison spills the secrets that are normally kept to exclusive networks or
charged for six-figure fees. Set to be the essential guide for entrepreneurs who want to take their business to
the next level.’ - Bruce Daisley
Markup Note:
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My Job Isn't Working!
10 proven ways to boost your career mojo
Michael Brown

Summary
If you’re a typical mid-career worker in a typical enterprise – been around a while, employs more than a
handful of people – the chances are you are being squeezed. Hard. You’re under pressure like never before,
coming at you from all directions. It’s getting worse, and the prospects are worse still. You’ve been asked to do
more with less for years, and there is nothing left to give. You can’t trust people, you feel insecure, and the job
seems a bit pointless. You’ve given up trying to fix the crappy processes you have to work with, because it’s
easier to disengage.
Meanwhile the outside world appears to have gone mad, the millennials are coming up fast behind at half your
salary and you ought to be worrying about when a robot is going to take your job. Work-Life balance is an
outdated concept, and you no longer know how to switch off. You find it hard to keep up technically, and worry
about how relevant you are. You may well want out, but can’t work out how to do it, and so you’re stuck.
9781788600224
Pub Date: 7/10/18
Your career mojo - the engine which keeps you motoring at work - needs servicing, or worse still, it's broken
$19.99 USD/$22.99
down.
CAD/£14.99 GBP/€19.99 EUR
The great news is that there is a way through this. The engine can be repaired. You CAN find meaning and
Paperback
fulfilment in the work you do.
244 Pages
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In this book, Michael Brown reveals the 10 techniques he has used to help thousands of mid-career workers
boost their career mojo. Discover the simple changes you can make to transform your work life. Using real-life
stories and examples, he explains in concise and pragmatic terms how to make every day a good day at the
office.
Markup Note:
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Network Better
How to meet, connect & grow your business
Jeremy Marchant

Summary
Most books and presentations on networking stick to its behavioural aspects. This approach is necessary but
not sufficient. Successful networking is about the successful initiation and nurturing of relationships with other
business people, which requires emotional intelligence and an understanding of how to apply it in order to
sustain networking relationships.
When networking is not going well (or at all), many businesspeople’s response is ‘OK, I’m doing what you told
me. How come it isn’t working?’ The answer is that people don’t so much need behavioural tips (though these
are always useful and are included in this book), they need to understand why they are getting in their own
way, and how to move aside.
On the whole, people don’t successfully change their behaviour without understanding why they should.
Network Better provides the necessary insight into what’s going on as well as many practical, tried-and-tested
suggestions and encouragements to enable you to do just that.

9781788600514
Pub Date: 10/31/18
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Opus
The hidden dynamics of team performance
Jude Jennison

Summary
Is your senior leadership team fully aligned and ready for fast-paced change?
Even the most cohesive teams can find themselves derailed by the uncertainty of change. High workloads
increase stress, changing priorities cause confusion and the frustration of unresolved differences of opinion
creates tension and division in teams. Join thousands of leaders and teams who have already benefitted from
revealing the hidden dynamics of their non-verbal behaviour and discover how you too can use it to align your
team, reduce stress, increase understanding and resolve differences of opinion with more trust and
transparency so your team:
9781788602600
Pub Date: 6/22/21
$24.99 USD/$26.99
CAD/£17.99 GBP/€20.99 EUR
Paperback
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Is full of vitality and vigour, excited about possibilities
Has clear objectives, pulling seamlessly together in one direction
Knows exactly what to think, say and do to get the best from each other
Drawing on a decade of Equine Facilitated Leadership to fine-tune the skills of leaders and teams, Opus reveals
the 12 hidden dynamics that every team needs to make visible to achieve optimal team performance
“Unambiguously brilliant.” Adrian Packer CBE, CEO, Core Education Trust
“Opus could seriously result in a significant improvement in both relationships and performance, for you and
your teams.” Gina Lodge, CEO, The Academy of Executive Coaching
Markup Note:
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Own Your Day
New light on the mastery of managing in the middle
Diana Marsland, Julie Nerney

Summary
Are you a manager, stuck in between pressure from senior leadership and needs from your team?
Do you sometimes feel that you’ve been robbed of your power, your influence… and your ability to
actually achieve anything?! It’s time to Own Your Day.

9781788602457
Pub Date: 5/11/21
$17.99 USD/$19.99
CAD/£14.99 GBP/€17.99 EUR
Paperback

If you’re a hard-pressed manager, this practical and purposeful collection of simple tools and techniques will
empower you to translate the strategy from the top into real results on the ground. Based on working
experience from hundreds of organizations, Own Your Day uses an easy-to-apply mix of real-life case studies
and specific guidance to help you adapt what you’ve learned to your own circumstances – all grounded in solid
primary research from expert authors. Covering the full range of day-to-day challenges and issues, this book
includes:
- Balancing the needs of strategy and delivery
- The importance of prep vs planning

192 Pages
KJ

- Developing and using your influence

21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.4
cm T

- Getting the best out of yourself and the people around you
- Being your authentic self
- Implementing change successfully
Don’t get stuck in the middle – reclaim your autonomy, step into your authority, and Own Your Day.
Markup Note:
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Parenting Magic
A new approach to behaviour and communication
Karen Shaw

Summary
The instruction book that didn’t come with your child. A comprehensive guide to being the best parent you can
be, connecting and communicating in a conscious and confident way with your children, so that you can both
enjoy a great relationship and you can help them shine their unique brilliance in the world.
This is a new paradigm, exploring the importance of energetic communication and kinetic parenting with
concepts, philosophies, strategies and ideas drawn from NLP, hypnotherapy, spiritual practices and the latest
brain and heart research which reveals that we are communicating far more to our children than we think we
are.
Markup Note:
9781788601702
Pub Date: 8/18/20
$19.99 USD/$21.99
CAD/£16.99 GBP/€19.99 EUR
Paperback
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People Not Paperclips
Putting the human back into Human Resources
Kath Howard

Summary
The way HR is working isn’t working. A global epidemic of workplace unhappiness, poor engagement and high
churn shows that our well-intended HR interventions just aren’t cutting it.
So, how can we put the ‘human’ back into Human Resources? Combining her own research with 20 years’
experience of leading OD and cultural change, Kath Howard encourages HR leaders to think big and to think
personal. Accessible and compelling, People Not Paperclips is a refreshing blend of practical insights, stories,
and tools that will help you create an environment in which your people can do their best work. It explores how
we can attract, recruit, develop and support our people with heart, and why this really matters.
9781788601337
Pub Date: 2/20/20
$17.99 USD/$19.99
CAD/£14.99 GBP/€17.99 EUR
Paperback
192 Pages
KJMV2
21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 39.8
cm T

People Not Paperclips positions HR professionals at the forefront of cultural change bringing humanity back into
the workplace.
· Combines expertise in OD and Psychology with interviews with business and HR leaders
· An accessible and practical guide for HR leaders to build a workable OD plan for their business
A practical toolkit for creating people-centred HR services, processes, and practices, with accompanying online
materials
Markup Note:
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Pink Slippers
Mum, Dementia and Me - a story of hope
Jane Hardy

Summary
Are you caring for a loved one with dementia and don’t know where to begin? Here are the answers you have
been searching for.
Jane Hardy writes frankly about the experiences she and her Mum have shared over the past four years, the
lessons she's learned, the things she wished she’d known before they started this journey together. Jane's Mum
Beth was diagnosed with Vascular Dementia and Alzheimers with a score of 16 (moderate/severe dementia) at
the age of 90. Four years later, she has a score of 20+, is enjoying life and her memory and humour are
returning!
9781788600880
Pub Date: 6/13/19
$11.99 USD/$11.99
CAD/£9.99 GBP/€11.99 EUR
Paperback
120 Pages
VFJB
19.8 cm H | 12.9 cm W | 1
cm T

Her GP cannot believe her improvement. She is stronger and healthier, has a positive outlook on life and can
read and write again.
If you are dealing with a loved one with Dementia, Jane's experiences and strategies will help you avoid the
same mistakes that she made! This journey is not for the faint hearted. But focus on what we can be done,
rather than what the others say can't be done. For Jane and her Mum, small steps have led to huge strides.
Markup Note:
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PR for Humans
How business leaders tell powerful stories
Mike Sergeant

Summary

9781788600552
Pub Date: 4/18/19
$19.99 USD/$22.99
CAD/£15.99 GBP/€19.99 EUR
Paperback
192 Pages
KJSP

*SHORT-LISTED FOR THE BUSINESS BOOK AWARDS 2020!* “There is no strategy without a story. There
is no story without the main character. The main character is you.”
PR for Humans is for pure-of-heart storytellers who want to cut through the noise and the nonsense. It brings
together the essential and timeless principles of effective leadership communication.
Belief. Clarity. Opinion. Energy. Context. Time. Humility. Imagery.
Why are these things so important? Why do most people in PR and ‘communications’ not even talk about them?
Why is PR for Humans even more important in the age of A.I.? In this fresh and energetic guide, former BBC
correspondent Mike Sergeant draws on twenty years of frontline experience to reveal the secrets that every
CEO, partner, board member, PR director and business leader needs to know.
The principles and techniques he sets out in this book will help you deliver more powerful speeches,
presentations, media interviews, videos, podcasts and blogs.
They are the rocket fuel for your business and your career.
Markup Note:
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Project Future
6 Steps to Success as Your Own Boss
Rob Kerr

Summary
You want to be your own boss, but how do you make the right decision and make it happen?
The world of work is unrecognizable from when you started your career. It’s full of uncertainty, but it’s also full
of opportunities.
Never has it been easier to start a business and make an impact in the world.
Taking inspiration from project management techniques, Rob Kerr shows you how to test your ideas, get clarity,
and launch a successful independent career. You’ll discover:
9781788601764
Pub Date: 1/5/21
$17.99 USD/$19.99
CAD/£14.99 GBP/€17.99 EUR
Paperback
252 Pages
KJH
21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.9
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THE S.O.R.T.E.D. FRAMEWORK – to get your mindset right.
THE I.N.P.U.T.S. FRAMEWORK – to critically analyse your business proposal.
THE 6-STEP F.U.T.U.R.E. METHOD – to develop and deliver your plan.
Rob Kerr had a number of false starts in his own career before finding his path. A project manager for over a
decade, he set up his first business in 2014 and has since found satisfaction and balance. Now he shares his
approach with aspiring entrepreneurs, contractors, and freelancers, supporting them through these critical
decisions and showing them how to flourish on their own unique journey.
Markup Note:

Entrepreneurship

Purpose Ignited
How inspiring leaders unleash passion and elevate cause
Dr Alise Cortez PhD

Summary
This book was written to turn you ON – to ignite you from the core of your being! The contents are designed to
vitally inspire you to cultivate meaning, passion, and purpose in the everyday moments, unleashing the very
best version of you, every day. And then, you will be compelled to bring it – and bring it strong - to everything
you do to make the contribution worthy of your one, precious life.

9781788602006
Pub Date: 11/17/20
$24.99 USD/$26.99
CAD/£19.99 GBP/€24.99 EUR
Paperback
256 Pages
KJMB
21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.9
cm T

People are motivated at their highest levels when they can connect their work contributions to a greater
purpose and mission, and you as their inspirational leader can help them do so. The world desperately needs a
sea change in an otherwise soul-sucking workplace that is draining the life out of its members. This book will
transform you to be that force, standing strong in inspiration and purpose, igniting the vitalizing ripple through
your team and organization.
Starting with meaning and finishing with purpose, Part One is designed to get you fit for living and leading with
“gusto.” Each chapter contains activities designed to transform you into a more impassioned and inspirational
leader. Part Two teaches you how to unleash that newly found vibrant being to ignite your team members to
realize their own greatness and elevate your organization’s cause to a higher contribution that betters the
world.
Work and the way business is done can be such profoundly powerful forces for good that elevate humanity –
your impassioned, inspirational, and purposeful leadership is essential to creating a world we all want to live in.
Your journey awaits – let’s get to work.

Key features:
· Provides a 6-point framework to live with passion and work on purpose
· Inspiring stories from Alise’s radio show guests to illustrate key points
· Application activities in each chapter to catalyze your transforma...
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Real Parenting for Real Kids
Enabling parents to bring out the best in their children
Melissa Hood

Summary
The Parent Practice team, led by Melissa Hood and Elaine Halligan, have been delivering positive parenting
courses since 2004 designed to make families happier by giving parents skills and strategies that allow them
not only to parent more effectively, but to enjoy their children more. Based on science and tested in families,
Real Parenting for Real Kids provides realistic and workable solutions for real families living real lives in the 21st
century.

9781910056301
Pub Date: 4/27/16
$24.99 USD/$24.99
CAD/£16.99 GBP/€24.99 EUR
Paperback

Melissa Hood draws on years of experience as a professional and as a parent to debunk many of the myths of
parenting, provide insights into children s behaviour and practical solutions to everyday issues faced by parents
of school aged children. With worksheets and other resources, you will learn the 7 essential skills and be able to
take action immediately to transform your family life. Far from making you feel guilty about your parenting this
book celebrates mums and dads and the creative solutions they find for everyday parenting dilemmas. The
experiences of hundreds of parents are shared here.
Markup Note:
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The Resilience Dynamic
The simple, proven approach to high performance and wellbeing
Jenny Campbell

Summary
As a leader, do you feel you face a straight choice between high performance versus wellbeing?
Strategic resilience allows you to achieve both, without compromise.
At The Resilience Engine, we believe that everyone deserves to perform well without compromising their
wellbeing.
We know our approach works because it’s backed up by ten years of research and experience with thousands of
clients in over 75 organisations.
9781788601085
The Resilience Dynamic® illustrates, with practical tools, how to develop resilience as a buffer
Pub Date: 9/26/19
how it can transform how you lead change and increase performance in a complex and uncertain
$19.99 USD/$19.99
CAD/£15.99 GBP/€19.99 EUR
Markup Note: Business
Paperback

to stress and
world.
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Scientifically Speaking
How to speak about your research with confidence and clarity
Jo Filshie Browning

Summary
Now more than ever, the scientific and medical community is under the microscope and in front of the media.
Science matters, and in a post-truth world it’s more important than ever for scientists and physicians to be
heard.
But there’s a challenge. To get people to listen, you can’t communicate in writing alone anymore. You need to
speak up and be seen - on stage, online, and on camera. To do this well you need to master the art of
influential speaking, which is something you weren’t taught at university or medical school.
9781788602785
Pub Date: 6/8/21
$29.99 USD/$32.99
CAD/£24.99 GBP/€29.99 EUR
Paperback
168 Pages
KJP
23.4 cm H | 15.6 cm W | 1.3
cm T

This book teaches you how to become a compelling scientific speaker so that you can put your message across
with confidence and clarity, both online and in person. It’s written by a speaking coach with 25 years of
experience in science communications.
Part One shows how speaking can help you to win the war of attention, benefiting both your field and your
career.
Part Two explains how to craft your scientific message in a way that connects with your audience and achieves
your goal. Including how to be memorable, handle the Q&A, and communicate risk.
Part Three gives you a tool kit for speaking with energy and conviction in all types of situations. These include
virtual channels, which are particularly important in the post-COVID era.
Jo Browning is the Founder and Managing Director of Filshie Browning Associates, and its Principle Consultant.
She has 25 years of experience in verbal communication skills, and helps scientists and physicians to improve
their content, competence, and confidence, so that they can communicate with impact and authority. This
enables them to enhance their reputations and build more effective relationships with both their peers and
others.
Markup Note:

Education

Soft Skills Hard Results
A Practical Guide to People Skills for Analytical Leaders
Anne Taylor

Summary
***BUSINESS BOOK AWARDS 2021 WINNER: SELF DEVELOPMENT BOOK OF THE YEAR***
Everyone says a great leader needs EQ, Emotional Intelligence, soft skills, blah, blah, blah. What does that
even mean? Where do you start? Where’s the line for that on the P&L?
You might think that business is all about facts and figures. You probably prefer it that way. The truth is that as
uncertainty and business complexity increases, successful leaders need to embrace soft skills to get the best
out of their people in a sustainable manner.
In this succinct, no-nonsense approach, Anne Taylor shares:
9781788601399
Pub Date: 1/23/20
$16.99 USD/$17.99
CAD/£14.99 GBP/€17.99 EUR
Paperback
216 Pages
KJMB
21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 31.8
cm T

Key soft skills relevant for leadership and practical applications of how to use them every day drawn from
real-life case studies
Straightforward tools to better understand yourself, because your leadership starts with YOU
Simple frameworks to communicate with others to get things done while building a stronger relationship
with them (at the same time, how efficient!)
Logical ideas you can try immediately with on-line support if you want it. All done in an easy to read, logical,
organized manner for people who prefer facts and don’t consider themselves natural ‘people people.’ In a direct
yet professional manner, Anne combines the results-oriented focus from her extensive business background in
Fortune 100 corporations with her passion for personal awareness and conscious choice to help you get better
results through your people, fast.
The Practical Principles in this book, when applied, practiced and honed, can improve your effectiveness, impact
and bottom-line results.
Markup Note:
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SORTED!
Essential systems for successful small businesses
Alice Jennings

Summary
Are you running your business or is it running you?
Running a small business can take over your life but it doesn’t have to be that way. Choosing and using the
right technology and systems can transform the way your business works and this book shows you how!
No matter how technophobic you are, Sorted! will quickly help you find the small changes that will make a big
difference to your business. If you’re more tech savvy, you’ll love the ninja tips to take your business to the
next level. Feel more confident in your choice of technology and systems for the future, because whatever your
plans are, you need the right systems in place to help you achieve them.
9781788600996
Pub Date: 9/19/19
Markup Note:
$19.99 USD/$19.99
CAD/£14.99 GBP/€19.99 EUR
Paperback
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Start. Scale. Sell.
75 lessons for business success
Nick Suckley

Summary
Whatever you’re going through with your business, and whatever stage you’re at, this book can help.
Entrepreneur Nick Suckley has built four start-ups and managed three exits over the last 20 years, through
good and bad economic times and all the ups and downs, the challenges and joys, of being your own boss.
He’s distilled his many years’ experience – good and bad – into these 75 life-lessons for starting, growing and
selling companies.
Start. Scale. Sell.will help you navigate your journey as a business owner.
Discover:
9781788601832
Pub Date: 7/30/20
$14.99 USD/$16.99
CAD/£12.99 GBP/€14.99 EUR
Paperback
140 Pages
KJH
21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.1
cm T

· the importance of acting like an entrepreneur – even before you take the plunge;
· the simple Golden Rule for maximising profits
· why investing in yourself and your own learning is so crucial
· how to hustle and when to pivot
· the secrets to building a strong brand
and much more.
These bite-sized lessons offer accessible, no-nonsense advice for even the most time-poor entrepreneur. It’s a
blueprint for business success from an author who has been there, done it and has several T-shirts to prove it.
Nick Suckley is a successful serial entrepreneur with the battle scars to prove it. Now you can take advantage
of the lessons he learnt the hard way.
Markup Note:
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Stop Bedwetting in Seven Days

(3rd Edition)

A simple step-by-step guide to help children conquer bedwetting problems
Alicia Eaton

Summary
This best-selling book is an easy-to-read guide for parents, using the latest thinking from the fields of positive
psychology, NLP and hypnotherapy to help children overcome bedwetting more easily. The seven-day
programme also comes with downloadable hypnotic audio recording ‘Dry Beds Now’, which is filled with positive
suggestions to make changing this unwanted habit easier.
This fully revised and updated edition includes improvements to the system, thanks to years of results and
research from parents, GPs and Consultant Paediatricians. In surveys over 70% of children achieved dry nights
following this system, and 85% of parents would recommend this system to others.
9781788601115
Pub Date: 8/15/19
$14.99 USD/$16.99
CAD/£12.99 GBP/€14.99 EUR
Paperback
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The Strengths-Based Organization
How to boost inclusivity, wellbeing and performance
Emily Hutchinson, Caroline Brown

Summary
Every leader cares about inclusivity, wellbeing and performance. For technical organizations these issues are
especially acute: in the least diverse sectors, with every-increasing issues around mental health and resilience,
companies need to realize continuous gains in performance and productivity to stay ahead,or even just to stay
in the game,in a fiercely competitive space. How can leaders square the circle?This book will show you how to
build a Strengths-Based Organization: an organization which is based on the scientific understanding of what
helps individuals to flourish and organizations to reap the benefits.

9781788601542
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$19.99 USD/$21.99
CAD/£16.99 GBP/€19.99 EUR
Paperback
256 Pages
KJU
21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.3
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"The world changes fast, but the core nature of people remains constant even in times of massive
upheaval. Hutchinson and Brown describe the strengths-based approach as a ‘gold mine’. So too is
this book, full of valuable insights, practical advice and powerful examples” Dr Jolyon Maddocks,
author of Emotional Intelligence at Work
The challenge of how to work in a way that makes people feel included, well and able to perform at their best
becomes ever more important, both for individuals and for organizations.
This approach is about working with business as usual and experimenting with small changes, which can result
in big outcomes. Whether you work for yourself, a small company, or a large corporate organization, the
strengths approach can be applied to everything you do.
Markup Note:
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Stresshacking
50 simple strategies to get your life, your mind, and your mojo back
Louise Lloyd

Summary
- Is stress taking over your life?
- Are you worn out, flat out or continually going all out?
- Can you be more own-worse-enemy than own-best-friend?
Keeping up with life’s demands can be relentless. Stress can morph you into someone you don’t want to be,
living a life you don’t want to live. If you're feeling overwhelmed, stressed out, and can’t see the wood for the
trees - fear not!
9781788601672
Pub Date: 7/16/20
$14.99 USD/$16.99
CAD/£12.99 GBP/€14.99 EUR
Paperback
224 Pages
VFJS
21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.3
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Stresshacking is full of simple strategies to help you:
• See the light at the end of your stress tunnel
• Overcome your overwhelm
• Find breathing space in your busyness
• Turn self-sabotage into self-care
• Make friends with your fears, your challenges, and everything else that stands in your way!
For nearly 20 years mindset and wellbeing coach Louise Lloyd has been helping people to hack stress, limits,
and mindsets. She understands the challenges people face and provides practical and effective tools to help
even the busiest of people get their life on track.
It’s time to get your life, your mind, and your mojo back!
Markup Note:
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Strip Naked and Re-dress with Happiness
How to survive and thrive through personal challenge
Maria Hocking

Summary
Strip Naked & Re-Dress With Happiness is a handbook not only for surviving adversity, but for discovering how
to thrive as a result. Maria Hocking’s own inspiring personal story is woven throughout the book, accompanied
by ‘changing room tips’ - tools and techniques to help you understand your emotions and behaviours, and
move through personal challenge. You’ll discover that ‘getting naked’ – losing what you used to take for granted
- is an opportunity to let go of who you thought you were, and find out who you really are.

9781910056448
Pub Date: 1/11/17
$14.99 USD/£10.99 GBP
Paperback

Enter the changing room to change your mind and your life. Maria is walking, talking, pen pushing proof that
these tips work, because she used them to change her own life. Within every challenge lies a gift, just waiting
to be discovered: this book will open your eyes to help you find it, and discover a higher level of happiness as a
result.
Markup Note:
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Struggle
The surprising truth, beauty and opportunity hidden in life’s sh*ttier moments
Grace Marshall

Summary
Struggling? You’re in the right place.
In a world that’s obsessed with fast hacks, quick wins, and Instagram-perfection (cue “Everything is Awesome”)
struggle has become a taboo. A sign that something’s gone horribly wrong. But what if we’ve got it all wrong
about getting it wrong?
What if struggle isn’t a battle to fight, a trap to avoid, or a sign of weakness? What if struggle is precisely
where the magic happens - where we do our best, most important work?
9781788601979
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$11.99 USD/$12.99
CAD/£9.99 GBP/€11.99 EUR
Paperback
240 Pages
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Whether you’re wading in treacle, waiting for the storm to pass or just damn tired of the hustle, this thoughtprovoking exploration will shine a surprising new light on the truth, beauty and opportunity hidden in life’s
shittier moments.
Author of the award-winning ‘How to be Really Productive’, Grace Marshall is known for her “refreshingly
human” approach to productivity. Featured in The Guardian, Forbes, Huffpost and BBC Radio, her work as a
Productivity Ninja has taken her from Norway to New York, helping thousands of people - from startup founders
to corporate managers, artists to engineers, students and CEOs - to replace stress, overwhelm and frustration
with success, sanity and satisfaction.
Markup Note:
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The Team Coaching Toolkit
55 Tools and Techniques for Building Brilliant Teams
Tony Llewellyn

Summary
55 proven tools and techniques to help team leaders and project managers improve team performance in a
complex environment. The book also provides an introduction to the concept of team coaching as a distinct
management activity.
Markup Note: Business
9781910056653
Pub Date: 10/17/17
$24.99 USD/$24.99
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Paperback
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This Book Means Business
Clever ways to plan and write a book that works harder for your business
Alison Jones, Bernadette Jiwa

Summary
A practical, accessible handbook for anyone thinking about writing a book to build their business, with a wide
range of tips and techniques to help plan, write, publishing and promote a book that’s integrated with your
platform and works to build your reputation, network and credibility from Day 1.
In the Extraordinary Business Book Club podcast, Alison Jones goes under the hood of successful business
books to discover how they’re put together and how they work for the businesses behind them. This book
brings together all those inspiring and effective ideas, giving you a unique insight into how some of the world’s
top business authors work and showing how you can make these ideas work for you too.

9781910056691
Pub Date: 3/23/18
$19.99 USD/$24.99
CAD/£15.99 GBP/€19.99 EUR
Paperback

Discover the writing secrets of some of the world's top business authors.
Writing a business book is about so much more than words on a screen: discover how to use the process of
writing your book to develop your business, your platform, your network and even yourself. There's no need to
wait until your book is published for it to start transforming your business - it all starts here and now.
Markup Note:
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Three Peaks Leadership
How to make it as a CEO (and beyond)
Philip Levinson

Summary
When you become the final decision maker, everything changes
We all know that it’s tough at the top. But nothing, nothing can quite prepare you for becoming CEO.
Philip Levinson has experienced that “What now?” moment as a rookie CEO. In Three Peaks Leadership, he
shares the challenges he’s faced and the lessons he’s learned to help aspiring and new leaders prepare for life
as a CEO.

9781788602280
Pub Date: 3/2/21
$14.99 USD/$16.99
CAD/£12.99 GBP/€14.99 EUR
Paperback

The book charts a typical CEO journey, starting in the foothills, looking ahead to the role and how you can
prepare for it, before scaling the three peaks:
· the first 100 days in role
· running the business, and

228 Pages
KJMB

· preparing your company and yourself for your exit.

21.6 cm H | 14 cm W | 1.7
cm T

It’s an expedition that needs the right preparation, mindset and approach, not to mention stamina, resilience
and support.
Three Peaks Leadership offers a unique route map for that journey. It’s a hands-on guide, a framework of
strategies, tools and techniques that will inform the rest of your career.
Whether you’re in the foothills or already scaling your first CEO summit, Three Peaks Leadership will show you
the way.
Markup Note:
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Thriving Abroad
The definitive guide to professional and personal relocation success
Louise Wiles, Evelyn Simpson

Summary
Thriving Abroad supports one of life's greatest challenges: international relocation. It guides and inspires
employees and their partners who are relocating internationally for work through a three-part framework
designed to create personal and professional success abroad.
Markup Note:
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The Thriving Giver
7 Principles for health professionals and caregivers to enhance self-care and prevent burnout
Sarah Kuipers

Summary
“Health care professionals and those who take care of others should read this outstanding book!” - Dr. Richard
Gillett, psychiatrist and bestselling author of It's a Freakin' Mess
“I cannot recommend this book highly enough.” – Dr. Sarah Eagger, consultant psychiatrist and co-author of
Stillness in the Storm
How to balance your own self-care with the needs of others
As a helping professional, caregiver, or someone who puts others first, it is so easy to ignore your own needs.
Becoming physically run-down, emotionally burned-out, and spiritually depleted can result in frustration and
9781788602549
anxiety - even disillusionment.
Pub Date: 5/25/21
Sarah Kuipers knows this all too well. She ran a successful health practice for over 20 years. The combined
$14.99 USD/$14.99
CAD/£12.99 GBP/€14.99 EUR pressure of work and bringing up three boys as a single parent finally led to debilitating burnout.
Paperback
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Sarah was curious about why so many people, including health professionals, fail to manage stress and practice
self-care. She completed a Masters in Research on stress and burnout, and now teaches stress management to
medical students.
Caring for others starts with caring for yourself
This timely and practical book encourages you to create a life in which you thrive. Only then can you give your
best to the world each day.
The Thriving Giver helps you create a personalised toolkit of self-care skills and practical resources to:
Reduce stress and calm anxiety
Prevent work stress leaching into home life
Replenish energy
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True Profit Business
How to play your bigger game without burning out
Karen Skidmore, Dr Joanna Martin

Summary
*SHORT-LISTED FOR THE BUSINESS BOOK AWARDS 2020!*
We need to change the way we do business.
If you’ve decided to go it alone and grow your own business, you’re probably finding it tough to make things
work.

9781788600842
Pub Date: 9/26/19
$17.99 USD/$19.99
CAD/£14.99 GBP/€17.99 EUR
Paperback
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The pace of life is getting faster, our benchmarks for success ever higher, and thousands of micro-business
owners are facing entrepreneurial burnout, trying to cover up their stress and exhaustion with ‘love-my-life’
smiles and filtered images on social media.
It’s not just the cashflow that needs fixing: your mental health and well-being are at stake here.
If you are ready to make money, make an impact and thrive in the process, True Profit Business gives you a
simpler, more connected path to business success:
· Clarity – understand what your bigger vision of success looks like and how business growth really works
· Structure – get clear on the five Growth Pillars to ensure sustainable growth
· Flow – discover when to Lean Back and when to Lean In to enable an effective energy flow between thinking,
planning and taking action
· Process – discover which of the five True Profit Business Models will enable you to thrive.
True Profit Business not only helps you diagnose what’s going wrong for you, it focuses you on your bigger
game and shows you the building blocks – the processes and people – you need to turn your expertise and
talents into a purposeful, playful and profitable business.

Trusted
The human approach to building outstanding client relationships in a digitised world
Lyn Bromley, Donna Whitbrook

Summary
Shortlisted for the Judges’ Choice Award, The Business Book Awards 2017
In a world of increasingly digitised interactions it’s more essential than ever for businesses to connect with their
customers and staff on a human level.
Trusted gives clear strategies to build and maintain deep professional relationships, authentically. The
revolutionary T-spot model explores the five essential areas that must be aligned to create professional trust mindset, communication, interaction, behaviour and professional image - and reveals where the ‘credibility
thief’ is damaging that trust and, ultimately, your profits.
Beautifully designed with concepts illustrated visually throughout, Trusted is full of inspirational ideas, top tips
and insights drawn from the authors’ work with world-class organisations. It shows leaders how to focus on the
skills that impact on the client experience and the company’s ability to deliver outstanding service, resulting in
improved profits, employee retention, company growth and competitive advantage.
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Why Put a Bow Tie on a Llama?
How a crazy idea can change your life and transform your business
Celia Gaze

Summary
***BUSINESS BOOK AWARDS 2021 SHORTLISTED TITLE***
Stressed and unhappy at work, Celia Gaze thought to herself one day: “Surely there must be more to life than
this?” She resigned from her high-powered health management role and started transforming a neglected farm
into an award-winning wedding venue. She faced nearly every type of challenge an entrepreneur can face –
tribunals, near bankruptcy, court hearings, staff issues, system problems – and survived to tell the tale.
But the moment that transformed her business from a struggle to a success was the moment she put a bow tie
on a llama. Everyone thought she was crazy - why on earth would you do that?
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But it turns out that the ‘crazy’ ideas are often the ones that change your life. This book is a roadmap for
uncovering your crazy idea and implementing it.
From the pitfalls and problems to the practical details of making your idea happen, this is a roadmap for anyone
who wants more out of life.
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Yoga for Happy Mums
Simple techniques for getting your spark back and enjoying parenthood again
Emma Martin, Rattana

Summary
Yoga for Happy Mums focuses on the real issues that mums of young children face: lack of sleep, low energy
levels, stress, negative emotions (anxiety, guilt, depression, anger and irritability), fluctuating hormones, a
weakened immune system, issues with body confidence and difficulties with addictions and relationships. Each
chapter includes a discussion about how the particular issue applies to mums, a questionnaire so you can
identify which are particularly relevant to you, some suggested points for reflection, guidance from the
Kundalini Yoga tradition (including Top Tips such as dietary suggestions), a breathing practice, a physical Yoga
set and a meditation.
The book is fully illustrated, with easy-to-understand instructions so that you can practise at home. You do not
need any previous experience, or to be particularly flexible or physically fit in order to practise these sets.
Kundalini Yoga is a comprehensive form of Yoga that uses the breath, sound (mantra), postures and
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Your Business, Your Book
How to plan, write, and promote the book that puts you in the spotlight
Ginny Carter

Summary
*WINNER OF THE BUSINESS BOOK AWARDS 2020!*
If you’re a coach, consultant, or speaker who makes a living from your expertise, this is for you. It’s the guide
you need to help you plan, write, and promote the book that elevates your authority, increases your visibility,
and gets more clients saying ‘yes’. Because creating such a book is a challenge. Where do you start? How do
you keep going until the end? And what do you do when you’ve finished? Don’t let your book stay in your head
– allow it to come to life and make a positive difference to both you and your readers by following the guidance
you’ll find in here.
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· Section 1: Plan. Learn how to create a strategic plan and outline for your book, so it both supports your
business and helps the people you want to reach.
· Section 2: Write. Master the art of crafting your work so it engages, inspires, and educates your readers.
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· Section 3: Promote. Discover how to market your book so it sells to a ready-made audience. This is the final
step in building a reputation as the go-to expert in your field.
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